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ABSTRACT
THERAPEUTIC RUPTURE REPAIR IN TREATMENT OF MILITARY
ADOLESCENTS

Brent A. Luebcke
July 7, 2020
Ruptures in the therapeutic alliance have shown to be a significant predictor of
therapy outcomes, with non-repaired ruptures resulting in increased dropout rates of
therapy, and repaired ruptures resulting in positive therapy outcomes. This study
investigated the impact of alliance ruptures on outcomes of therapy among youth and
adolescents, with a specific focus on military youth and adolescents. A sample of 5,640
military adolescents who were treated by 101 therapists were selected for analysis based
on inclusion criteria of: a) being aged 13 to 19 years old; and b) attending more than one
session of therapy. Each session, clients completed the Outcome Rating Scale to measure
well-being, and the Session Rating Scale as a measure of the therapeutic alliance. Clients
were coded as either a) No Rupture; b) Rupture Repair; or c) Rupture Non-Repair, based
on presence or absence of therapy ruptures, and the final result of ruptures at the end of
the therapy process. This study examined comparisons of alliance-outcome relationships
by rupture condition, the effect of rupture conditions on premature termination from
therapy, and moderation effects of stage-of-therapy ruptures, age, problem type, and
therapist effects. Findings showed that there was significantly greater positive change in
well-being
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amongst clients coded as Rupture Repair compared to No Rupture and Rupture NonRepair. Clients coded as Rupture Non-Repair were more likely to prematurely terminate
from therapy and attend a fewer number of sessions compared to Rupture Repair clients.
Among Rupture Repair clients, repairs more likely to occur in early sessions of therapy
compared to later sessions. Neither age nor problem type was found to act as a moderator
on the effect of rupture condition on therapy outcomes. Finally, although there is
evidence of between-therapist effects on therapy outcomes, aggregate therapist alliance
scores across client caseloads failed to predict an effect on either the intercept and/or
slope of the alliance effect on therapy outcomes. In conclusion, monitoring betweensession therapy alliance and the presence of ruptures may influence therapy outcomes.
Treatment implications and future directions were discussed.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Extensive research in the area of psychotherapy process and outcome has
consistently shown that the therapeutic alliance is a strong predictor of therapy outcome.
The alliance has been shown to account for approximately 5-10% of the variance in
treatment outcomes (Horvath et al., 2011), and is consistent across different therapy
modalities (Castonguay et al., 2006; Constantino et al., 2002) and across age (Shirk et al.,
2011). However, there are moments in which the client and/or therapist may perceive
strains, tensions, or breakdowns in the therapeutic alliance (Safran & Kraus, 2014). These
moments of breakdown in the therapeutic alliance are known as ruptures (Safran &
Muran, 2000). Ruptures may present critical and potentially necessary opportunities to
address persistent interpersonal difficulties in the client. Research has shown that
therapeutic alliances with successful resolution of ruptures leads to greater therapeutic
gains compared to alliances without rupture-repair episodes (Stiles et al., 2004). These
critical moments, however, depend on the ability of therapists to successfully identify that
a rupture has occurred, and also depend on the ability to resolve the rupture in order to
avoid a premature termination in the therapy process (Saran et al., 2011; Safran et al.,
2002).
Previous research has demonstrated that the alliance is an important predictor of
therapy outcomes for child and adolescent therapy (Shirk et al., 2011), which is similar to
the effect observed in studies of adult alliance-outcome relationships (Martin et al.,
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2000). The alliance-outcome effect sizes among studies for children and
adolescentthough have yielded inconsistent results. For example, a meta-analysis of 38
children and adolescent alliance-outcome studies found that the therapeutic alliance
accounted for approximately 2% of the variance therapy outcomes (McLeod, 2011),
compared to the 5-10% variance in adults mentioned above. However, the variance in
outcomes in this study may be better explained by varying models of assessment. For
example, when using a change-based-assessment model of assessment in which the
alliance was continually monitored over time, the alliance accounted for 9.8% of the
variance in select adolescent therapy outcomes (Owen et al., 2016).
The contrasting results of child and adolescent alliance-outcome studies
exemplifies the continued need to examine factors which affect the outcome of therapy as
related to the alliance and potential therapeutic ruptures (Safran & Kraus, 2014). Much of
the existing literature on alliance, including those exploring therapy ruptures, do not
specifically focus on examining outcomes and alliance trajectories among youth and
adolescents (Binder et al., 2008; Hurley et al., 2015). However, in examining therapy
processes among adolescents, researchers should consider contextual variables which
affect the complexity of adolescent development. One such population of adolescents
which would benefit from specialized process research are military youth; that is,
children and adolescents with parents who are personnel in the armed forces (EspositoSmythers, et al., 2011). Research for therapeutic outcomes among military adolescents
are supported by systems theorists who state: “adolescent development must be
understood in the context of the family, neighborhood, school and community. For
adolescents in U.S. military families this context also includes the unique challenges
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indicative of military life, including multiple moves and parental deployment” (Milburn
& Lightfoot, 2013, p. 268). Although recent research addresses considerations for the
importance of monitoring the therapeutic alliance when working with military
adolescents (Owen et al., 2016), there are no studies examining therapeutic ruptures in
the alliance with this population. Given unique features of military life and their effects
on adolescents of military families it is important to examine these ruptures and their
relationship to therapeutic outcomes.
The purpose of this project is to examine the impact of alliance ruptures on
outcomes of therapy among youth and adolescents, with a specific focus on military
youth and adolescents. The study will examine outcome trajectories of alliance outcomes
comparing non-rupture, rupture-repair, and rupture-non-repair sessions. The study will
also include observing potential moderating variables such as effects of age, effects of
problem type, and therapist effects. Exploration of rupture-repair processes with military
adolescents can provide increased understanding of effective therapeutic engagement
among this specialized population of individuals.

The Therapeutic Alliance
Conceptual definitions for the therapeutic alliance were formulated during the
earliest years of psychotherapy (Krause et al., 2011). Freud (1912/1958) described the
relationship between the analyst and patient as consisting not only of transference
experiences, but also “unobjectionable positive transference,” which provides a continued
and necessary perception of positive attribution towards the therapist. This
unobjectionable positive transference was purposely left un-analyzed by the therapist, as
it facilitated the patient’s sense of safety to free associate and communicate distressing
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and disavowed parts of their personal history (Krause et al., 2011). While Freud
extrapolated on positive transference toward the therapist as a driving force for change in
therapy, later theorists considered the dynamics of both transference and
countertransference experiences contributing to the process of therapy. Ferenczi
(1932/1988) suggested that it was essential for patients to relive and re-engage in past
problematic relationship experiences during the therapy process with the psychotherapist.
The therapist, in turn, provided transference-related subject material in the form of their
personality, their behaviors, and their spoken verbalizations during session. Thus, the
process of therapy was based largely on contributions of both the client and therapist.
During the 1930s there was a shift towards integration of multiple theories of
psychotherapy, including theories on the relationship between clients and therapists.
Among these theories was a differentiation between two key areas. First, the unconscious
interpersonal aspects of the client-therapist dyad, which was based primarily on past
experiences and considered “inaccessible” and “unalterable”
(transference/countertransference interactions); and second, the co-created, “conscious”
interpersonal aspects of the therapeutic relationship which could be identified, examined,
and altered. The latter, which was coined as the therapeutic alliance (Greenson, 1965,
1967; Zetzel, 1956) was further extrapolated and extended to include relational elements
of the interaction(s) between client and therapist, and how these elements influence the
therapeutic process.
Theoretical developments of the therapeutic alliance have also considered the
contributions of the real relationship between the client and therapist (Greenson, 1965,
1967). The necessary components of the real relationship, which emphasized rationality
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and objectivity between therapist and client, included not only undistorted perceptions of
one another, but also authentic liking, trust, respect, and genuineness between one
another (Gelso, 2009; Safran & Muran, 2000). Gelso (2009) defined the real relationship,
in sum, to be “the personal relationship existing between two or more people as reflected
in the degree to which each is genuine with the other and perceives and experiences the
other in ways that befit the other” (pp. 254-255). This definition assumes elements of
realism and genuineness on part of the client and therapist, as well as the relational matrix
between the two. This relationship is considered to be based less on transference and
countertransference representations, and more on factual traits and personality
dispositions that exist within each participant outside of the therapy setting. While there
is some debate about the role of the real relationship being enacted during the therapy
setting, it is important to consider how the genuine and real parts of the therapist and
client affect the work being done in the room.
Bordin (1979) conceptualized a pantheoretical model of the alliance (which he
termed as the working alliance1) as consisting of three related processes: 1) the tasks of
therapy (i.e. the specific action of intervention(s) in which the client engages in therapy),
(2) the goals of therapy (i.e. the outcome of therapy desired by the client), and (3) the
relational bond between the client and therapist (Bordin, 1979). Bordin’s conceptual
model involves intentional efforts to explore and establish agreement about the goals and
tasks of the therapeutic process in the context of a positive relational bond. In this sense,
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The terms alliance, therapeutic alliance, and working alliance all refer to the therapeutic
relationship established between the therapist and client. It should be known that there are
conceptual differences among these terms. For the purpose of this paper, the general term
“alliance” will be used to reflect Bordin’s (1979) conceptual model of the working alliance,
focusing on the goals, tasks, and bonds established between clients and therapists.
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the alliance is not reducible to only the clients’ experiences in therapy (Hatcher &
Barends, 2006). This can be compared to other alliance theorists that focus only on one
part of the alliance, such as Greenson’s (1967) focus on the clients’ rational collaboration
of therapy with the therapist. Negotiating the parts of the alliance allows for the client to
feel a sense of autonomy, control, and connectedness with the therapist, which can also
bolster trust and hope for the therapeutic process (Safran & Muran, 2000).

Alliance Research
Substantial efforts have been made in recent years to explore the effects of the
therapeutic alliance in a systematic, quantifiable fashion. A meta-analysis of more than
200 studies that included both outcome measures as well as measures of the therapeutic
alliance revealed a mean effect of alliance on outcome corresponding to a correlation of r
= 0.275 (95% CI [.249-.301]) (Horvath et al., 2011). This correlation indicates that a
modest proportion of the variance in treatment outcomes is related to the working
relationship between the client and therapist. Horvath et al. (2011) also explored variables
that could potentially moderate the relation between alliance and outcome (i.e. alliance
measure; alliance rater; time of alliance assessment; outcome measure; type of treatment;
and publication source). Results revealed that all of the aggregate-alliance correlations in
each category were statistically significant, indicating that “the impact of the alliance on
therapy outcome is ubiquitous irrespective of how the alliance is measured, from whose
perspective it is evaluated, when it is assessed, the way the outcome is evaluated, and the
type of therapy involved” (Horvath et al., 2011, p. 13). The importance of the therapeutic
alliance has been repeatedly verified and is now considered one of the common factors of
the therapeutic process (Imel & Wampold, 2008).
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While the relationship between alliance and outcome has been well-documented
in recent years, there is still a question as to the causal inferences made about whether
strong therapeutic alliance leads to positive therapy outcomes, or whether the perception
of positive outcomes lead to a strong working therapeutic alliance (Crits-Christoph et al.,
2006). Several studies have sought to determine predictive causality of the alliance on
therapy outcomes. Many of these studies report that there is a significant association
between alliance and subsequent symptom change over the course of therapy, indicating
improvement in client well-being (Crits-Christoph et al., 2011; De Bolle et al., 2010;
Falkenstӧm et al., 2013; Klein et al., 2003). For example, Crits-Christoph et al. (2011)
examined session-to-session temporal relationships between symptoms and alliance
change, and found that increases in alliance scores from previous sessions were related to
symptomatic improvement to the next session. These findings indicate not only that
alliance does predict outcome, but also that the alliance may be more impactful on
symptoms change at different points in the therapy process.
However, there have been multiple studies demonstrating mixed evidence of
alliance-outcome relationships (Falkenstӧm et al., 2013). There is contrasting evidence
that suggests that therapist contribution to the alliance and therapist perceptions of the
alliance do not adequately predict therapeutic outcomes, perhaps suggesting outcomes are
moderated by contextual factors (such as client and therapist effects) related to the
therapy process (Huppert et al., 2014). In one study, multilevel modeling was used to
explore the client and therapist variability in the alliance-outcome relationship (Baldwin
et al., 2007). Results indicated that therapist and client variability do not equally predict
client outcomes in therapy. Specifically, the findings indicated that between-therapist
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variability in the alliance was a significant predictor of outcome. That is to say, on
average, therapists who formed strong alliances with their patients showed better
outcomes compared to therapists who did not form strong alliances. Conversely, client
variability in the alliance (within-therapist) was found to be unrelated to therapy
outcome. The clinical implications of this study support the need for therapists to monitor
their alliances, and to develop training protocols to teach therapists how to appropriately
develop and track the alliance throughout the therapy process. Subsequent research
examined Baldwin et al.’s (2007) findings using meta-analytic methodology, and
revealed similar findings; therapist variability in the alliance appears to be a stronger
predictor than client variability in terms of client therapy outcomes (Del Re et al., 2012).
These ratings of alliance are not one-sided however, as there is evidence which supports a
dyadic reciprocity between clients and therapists, in which therapists who reported a
strong alliance are also rated by their clients to have strong alliances (Marcus et al.,
2009).
There is some evidence to suggest that the development of the alliance may occur
differently among distinct modalities of therapies and therapists (Ulvenes et al., 2012).
For example, differences were observed between therapists utilizing short-term dynamic
psychotherapy (STDP) and cognitive therapy (CT) in regards to the focus on affect in
therapy and the effect on the relational bond. In STDP, avoidance of affect suppressed the
relationship between the therapeutic bond and symptom reduction, whereas avoidance of
affect was positively related to the relationship of the therapeutic bond and symptom
reduction (Ulvenes et al., 2012).
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Changes in therapy alliance exemplify the importance of examining how
researchers measure alliance-outcome data. Three common approaches to examine the
alliance in therapy are a mono-assessment model, an aggregate-assessment model, and a
change-based model (Owen et al. 2016). A mono-assessment model utilizes a single
score as indicative of overall alliance functioning. For example, McLeod’s (2011) metaanalysis on alliance outcomes in youth psychotherapy used single session ratings of the
alliance at early, middle, late, averaged, and post-treatment. An aggregate-assessment
model utilizes an averaged, generalizable alliance score from multiple sessions. CritsChristoph et al. (2011) used aggregate alliance scores of seven early therapy sessions
(Sessions 3-9) to examine predictive models of alliance-outcome analyses. The authors
argued that a maximum of seven sessions were used because alliance measurement
reached an asymptote after seven sessions. In this study, when the alliance scores of a
single session (Session 3) were used, the percent variance explained was 4.7% (r = -.22; a
negative relationship between alliance and levels of depressive symptoms). However,
when using aggregate alliance scores averaging Sessions 3-9, the percent variance
explained in outcome was 14.7%. Crits-Christoph et al. (2011) posited that the use of
measures which typify the alliance across multiple sessions were substantially better
predictors of outcome than single-session measures of alliance. A change-based model
assumes that observed changes in the therapeutic alliance present meaningful information
about how fluctuations in the alliance affect outcomes (Stiles et al., 2004).
It might seem that the ideal goal for the development of the therapeutic alliance
would be to establish a strong working relationship and either build or maintain the
alliance throughout the course of therapy. However, there are also moments when there
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are changes in alliance ratings during the therapy process. It is possible that alliance
ratings remain stable throughout the course of therapy, changing little-to-none throughout
the entire therapy process. Changes in the alliance may resemble a linear growth pattern,
which demonstrate an increase in strength across sessions, in alliance ratings over the
course of therapy. Additionally, researchers have observed “curvilinear” patterns, which
often resemble a fluctuation of alliance ratings. For example, a client may experience a
“U-shaped” pattern of the therapeutic relationship in which clients initially rate an
alliance high, then experience a period of decrease, followed by a rebound toward high
alliance ratings (Gelso & Carter, 1994; Kivlighan & Shaughnessy, 2000). More recent
research found that the gains observed in fluctuating alliance ratings were greater when
alliances demonstrated a sudden, sharp drop in rating followed by a sudden increase in
alliance (Stiles et al., 2004); this particular pattern is consistent with rupture-repair
sequences in the alliance. Compared to Kivlighan and Shaughnessy’s (2000) U-shaped
alliance graph, Stiles et al. (2004) observed a V-shaped rupture-repair cycle which led to
even greater outcomes compared to stable or linear growth in alliance. These patterns
suggest the possibility that rupture-repair sequences demonstrate evidence for
interpersonal learning (Stiles et al., 2004). The process of repairing ruptures should be
observed, acknowledged, and attended to by therapist and clients in order for
interpersonal growth to occur (Safran et al., 2011).

Therapeutic Ruptures
Over the past few decades, researchers have investigated what has been termed a
“second generation” of alliance research which aims to clarify what factors not only
affect the development of the alliance, but also which processes are involved in the
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maintenance of the alliance and, when necessary, potential resolution of ruptures in the
alliance (Safran et al., 2002). Despite the relative normalcy of ruptures occurring during
the course of therapy, inattention to the quality of the alliance may lead to unrepaired
ruptures, which then result in premature termination of therapy.
While most therapists seek to maintain a positive working alliance throughout the
course of therapy, there are moments in which there are strains, tensions, or breakdowns
between the client and therapist in terms of the working alliance (Safran & Muran, 2000).
Since the beginning of psychotherapy as a disciplined field of practice and research, there
have been several terms used to describe these therapeutic breakdowns, such as empathic
failures, transference/countertransference enactments, misunderstanding events, ruptures,
and enactments (Safran & Kraus, 2014). While each of these terms contain nuanced
differences in how the alliance is affected, each addresses disagreements of the working
alliance between the therapist and client.
Navigating the goals, tasks, and bonds of the therapeutic alliance does not often
occur without difficulty, as there is often ongoing push and pull between a client’s and
therapist’s affective states, underlying needs, and interpersonal behaviors (Safran &
Muran, 2006). Because of these push-and-pull dynamics in the relationship, there is a
need for mutual recognition of personal wishes and needs (to be met by others), which
can include interpersonal patterns of power plays, hostilities, accommodations, and
refusals to accommodate (Safran et al., 2010). Struggles negotiating these dynamics
between therapists and clients are conceptualized to be a basic component to every
rupture in the therapeutic alliance.
Alliance ruptures have been more accurately defined as:
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(1) breakdowns in the negotiation of the goals, tasks, and affective bond
between patient and therapist; (2) markers of tension between the
respective needs or desires of the patient and therapist as they
continuously press against each other; (3) indications of an enactment- a
relational matrix of patient and therapist beliefs and action patterns, a
vicious cycle involving the unwitting participation of both patient and
therapist” (Safran et al., 2010, p. 322).
In the following subsections, this definition will be examined more closely in an effort to
describe the ways in which the therapeutic alliance is affected by-and-through ruptures.

Breakdowns of the Goals, Tasks, and Bond
In recent decades, leading theorists and researchers have defined the occurrence
of therapeutic ruptures as a breakdown in the therapeutic alliance (Safran & Muran, 2000;
Safran & Kraus, 2014; Watson & Greenberg, 2000). Furthermore, ruptures can be
considered a breakdown of Bordin’s (1979) conceptualization of the alliance insomuch as
it is a collaborative and/or negotiated agreement about the goals and tasks of therapy, and
a weakening of the affective bond between therapist and client (Safran & Muran, 2006).
Indeed, it has been well documented that divergent views on the goals and tasks of
therapy may reflect an impasse, strain, or rupture in the alliance and, if left unresolved,
potentially lead to premature termination or poor therapy outcome (Bachelor, 2013;
Eubanks et al., 2019; Hill et al., 1996; O’Keeffe et al., 2020; Safran et al., 2010; Safran et
al., 1990).
Consistent with Bordin’s (1979) model of the therapeutic/working alliance,
interdependence among alliance factors (i.e. goals, tasks, and bonds) suggests that
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difficulties maintaining any one of these could negatively influence the other factors, as
well as perceptions of the alliance overall. That is, differentiating a cause-and-effect
among the three parts of the alliance can prove difficult, as each likely impacts the others.
For this reason, Safran & Muran (2006) broadly defined alliance ruptures as “‘problems
in quality of relatedness’ or ‘deteriorations in the communicative process’ (or at
least…both ‘breakdowns in collaboration’ and ‘poor quality of relatedness’”) (p. 289).
Furthermore, there is evidence to suggest that, although the parts of the alliance
may influence each other, it is possible to perceive and evaluate different aspects of the
alliance. For example, empirical evidence used in the validation of measures of the
alliance found strong correlations among subscales, often with goals and tasks being
loaded into one large factor (Andrusyna et al., 2001; Horvath & Greenberg, 1989; Tracey
& Kokotovic, 1989). For example, a client who undergoes a process of negotiation and
agreement on the goals and tasks of therapy, would also likely experience a strong bond
with their therapist (especially if there are positive outcomes from therapy) (Webb et al.,
2011). Conversely, a strong bond may be a necessary component which precedes
agreement between therapists and clients on goals and tasks (Wampold & Budge, 2012).
Consequently, differential development of the alliance (including alliance
outcomes) suggest that ruptures would likely occur either between the collaboration on
the goals and tasks or in the affective bond, and that the result of a breakdown in one of
these areas would affect the other (Safran & Muran, 2000). In one study that investigated
the qualitative experiences of both therapists and clients (Coutinho et al., 2011),
consistent themes emerged indicating breakdowns in the goals, tasks, and bonds during
rupture episodes. For example, one common therapist action that preceded ruptures was
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the use of new interventions not previously used during that therapy process. The
therapists’ reflections of their actions indicated that implementing new interventions may
have transgressed the previously agreed-upon tasks of therapy. Client reflections of
precipitants to rupture events were related to discussing a painful topic, feeling upset or
unmotivated to coming to the session, or that the therapist had done something that the
client did not like or agree with.

Rupture Markers
Ruptures can be conceptualized by two types: withdrawal ruptures and
confrontation ruptures (Safran & Muran, 1996; 2000). These markers are behaviorally
enacted in session. Withdrawal markers involve client disengagement from the therapist,
their own emotions, or some aspect of the therapeutic process (Harper, 1989a; Safran &
Muran, 2000). The behavioral markers evidenced during a withdrawal rupture are: denial
of feelings or affective states which may be observationally evident; providing minimal
responses to therapist inquiries, such as short or one-word answers to open-ended and/or
exploratory questions; shifting topics from substantive issues to tangential or distantlyrelated points of conversation; intellectualizing a distressing experience in a detached
manner; engaging in long storytelling and providing extensive and non-necessary
information devoid of feelings or insights; and focusing on other people and their actions.
Withdrawal behaviors are thought to be either movement away from the therapist
or therapeutic process, or movement toward the therapist and away from the self. In some
cases, withdrawal ruptures manifest through clients having difficulty expressing their
individual needs or expressing concerns in the therapeutic relationship. Other cases might
involve withdrawal from the self and toward the therapist in the form of compliance or
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appeasement of some part of therapy at the cost of experiencing anxiety (Muran, Safran,
& Eubanks-Carter, 2010). The client may present in a way they act or otherwise present
themselves how they think they “should” be during therapy.
In addition to withdrawal markers, there are also confrontation markers, which
demarcate that a therapeutic rupture has occurred in session. Confrontation markers
involve clients’ expressions of affective anger, resentment, or dissatisfaction with the
therapist or therapy process (Safran & Muran, 2000; Harper, 1989b). These markers often
take the form of a verbal complaint and are aimed toward: the therapist as a person, in
which the client attacks personal traits of the therapist; the therapist’s competency; the
specific tasks, activities, or interventions of therapy; being in therapy, including doubts
about beginning or continuing therapy; the parameters or boundaries in therapy; and the
progress in therapy.
Confrontation ruptures are considered to be primarily movements away from the
therapist or parts of the therapy process, and often involves aggression and control on the
part of the client (Muran et al., 2010). Confrontation ruptures are generally evidenced
through direct expression of anger through behavioral or verbal aggression about their
dissatisfaction with the therapist or some part of the therapy process.
In terms of psychological conflict, withdrawal rupture events position the client
favoring their need for relatedness over their need for agency. In confrontation ruptures,
clients shift their balance toward their need for agency or self-definition over their need
for relatedness (Safran & Muran, 2000). In one previous qualitative study examining the
experiences of ruptures, therapists consistently reported that they felt more effective in
resolving or working through withdrawal ruptures compared to confrontation ruptures
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(Coutinho, et al., 2011). It is important to remember, however, that the rupture markers
can be largely contextual and need to be considered in terms of what is happening in the
moment versus preconceived conceptualizations of clients’ internal conflicts.

Indications of an Enactment
The increase of focus of relational themes in psychotherapy since the 1980s has
meant that many of the interpersonal elements of interventions relegated to
psychoanalytic, psychodynamic, experiential, interpersonal, and humanistic traditions
have bled into many other therapies, which traditionally did not have a strong relational
focus (Wachtel, 2008). This relational focus means that as therapists assume a two-person
psychology in which they co-contribute to the happenings in the therapy room, they open
the door for possibility of engaging in co-constructed, relational matrices of interpersonal
patterns (Wachtel, 2008, 2014). This two-party interaction stemming largely from
unconscious sources have also been called enactments (Jacobs, 1986; Safran & Muran,
2000), and borrows theoretically from various relationally-focused therapies (Westwood
et al., 2003).
These patterns can be found across multiple theoretical orientations and appear to
affect the therapeutic alliance in similar ways. Examples include interpersonal or
relational schemas (Baldwin, 1992; Beck, 1976; Beck, 2011), the Core Conflictual
Relationship Theme (CCRT; Luborsky, 1984), the Cyclical Maladaptive Pattern (CMP;
Strupp & Binder, 1984); and Early Maladaptive Schemas (EMS; Young et al., 2003).
These maladaptive interpersonal patterns are thought to originate early in life, relate to
early childhood relationships, and serve an adaptive purpose to somehow maintain
relatedness to caregivers or other persons considered important in the child’s life. Early
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maladaptive patterns are then repeated throughout the life course, laying the foundation
for expectation interpersonal tensions, strains, and push-pull dynamics with persons in
their lives (Binder, 2004). The unwitting therapists will find themselves in a reenactment
of those maladaptive interpersonal patterns, fulfilling the expected roles of persons
innumerable over the course of the client’s life (Wachtel, 2014). It is when these
maladaptive interpersonal patterns are reenacted or triggered during the therapeutic
process that ruptures occur, exhibited through the behavioral markers described above.
Among clients who tend to demonstrate recurring patterns of maladaptive
interpersonal cycles are those diagnosed with personality disorders (Castillo, 2003). For
example, it is well documented that clients diagnosed with borderline personality disorder
demonstrate chronic relational problems and have difficulty practicing affective
management and regulating emotional distress. Among rupture researchers, borderline
personality disorder stands out as a robust influence, as it has been found that between
42% and 67% of clients with borderline personality disorder prematurely drop out of
treatment (Bennett, Parry, & Ryle, 2006), and many of these clients report negative views
of their therapy process (Castillo, 2003). Between premature termination and negative
experiences in therapy, it stands to reason that these clients experienced ruptures in
therapy sessions at a greater rate than clients without pervasive maladaptive interpersonal
patterns (Kellett et al., 2013; Muran et al., 2005). Similar findings were also evident for
clients diagnosed with avoidant personality disorder and obsessive-compulsive
personality disorder (Strauss et al., 2006).
It is important to note that it is not just the clients who may elicit an enactment in
session; therapists’ own interpersonal patterns may also bring about a rupture.
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Differentiation between the rupture markers during the therapy process are thought to
elicit different responses from therapists. For example, the presence of withdrawal
makers may fly under the radar and go unnoticed by therapists who are either not aware
of the client’s tension which results from their efforts to maintain relatedness, or they
have co-created an interpersonal pattern of client deference and therapist “expertise”
(Safran & Muran, 2000). Alternatively, confrontation markers are more likely to be
noticed by therapists (Coutinho et al., 2011) and are more likely to elicit negative,
maladaptive, or even hostile responses from therapists. In one study, therapists who
observed confrontation markers (labeled as impasses in this study) and were subsequently
pulled into the confrontation dynamics reported feelings of frustration, hurt,
disappointment, anger, and confusion (Hill et al., 1996).

Rupture Repair
Despite therapists’ best attempts to minimize the frequency and intensity of
ruptures during the therapy process (Safran & Muran, 2000), there is reason to suggest
that this is not only unreasonable, but also potentially counterproductive to necessary
processes leading to positive therapy outcomes (Daly et al., 2010; Eubanks-Carter et al.,
2010). In fact, it is estimated that clients perceive ruptures occurring in 19% of sessions,
and therapists perceive ruptures occurring in 43% of sessions (Eames & Roth, 2000).
Early sessions in the therapeutic relationship may be more prone to alliance ruptures.
Stiles et al. (2004) found that the majority of clients who met criteria for rupture repair
sequences demonstrated these processes in early sessions (Sessions 2-4 in 8 session
treatments and Sessions 2-7 in 16-session treatments). Muran et al. (2009) found that in
the first six sessions of treatment, 56% of therapists and 37% of clients perceived rupture
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occurrences. There is a similarity in therapists perceiving ruptures at a higher rate than
clients, which may reflect therapists’ training to be more attuned to the presence of
rupture markers or clients’ hesitance to indicate the presence of a rupture marker or
decreased working alliance rating.
Of course, the presence of a rupture in the therapeutic alliance does not
automatically mean that the course of therapy is irreparable, nor does it necessarily mean
that the relationship is tarnished or otherwise damaged beyond repair. Bordin (1979)
described what he considered an inevitable tear-and-repair process, fueled largely by
clients’ pathologies, to be a necessary catalyst for meaningful therapeutic gains to be
made. That is, it was hypothesized that clients and therapists experiencing ruptured
alliances would lead to the best outcomes in therapy. This was empirically validated, in
part, through the work of Kivlighan and Shaughnessy (2000) when they observed that
alliances which resembled a quadratic development (U-shaped patterns) were associated
with greater improvement on measure of counseling compared with linear alliance
development (increasing consistently throughout the course of therapy) and stable
positive alliances. This U-shaped growth pattern suggests a period of therapy in which
the quality of the alliance decreases and is then restored.
Subsequent research by Stiles et al. (2004) sought to replicate the alliance growth
patterns observed by Kivlighan and Shaughnessy (2000). Despite observing similarities
in terms of linear growth and stable ratings of the alliance, Stiles et al. (2004) failed to
accurately replicate the curvilinear, U-shaped alliance trend. Instead, what was found was
a more sudden decrease in ratings of the alliance. That is, a V-shaped rupture-repair
pattern was observed, suggesting a strong alliance in the early sessions of therapy,
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followed by a brief interruption (such as by “doubt or antagonism” (Stiles et al., 2004, p.
89), followed then by a repair and restoration to positive alliance ratings. Despite the
differences in visualization of charting of alliance ruptures (V-shaped versus U-shaped)
and, therefore, the differences in timing/suddenness of decline in alliance ratings, clients
experiencing ruptured working alliances tended to have better outcomes compared to
clients in non-rupture therapy processes. As such, Stiles et al. (2004) provided a
quantitative characterization of what defines a rupture-repair sequence. These criteria
include:
1. A core alliance score being lower than the predicted value of the client’s
intercept, slope, and curve parameters by at least two standard deviations
below the fitted curve.
2. Low scores (rupture makers) not occurring in the first or final session.
3. The overall slope is nonnegative (which eliminate inclusion on ruptures,
which were not fully repaired).
4. The low (rupture) score is numerically lower than the preceding score. Stiles
et al. (2004) used the Agnew Relationship Measure (ARM; Agnew-Davies,
Stiles, Hardy, Barkham, & Shapiro, 1998) to measure alliance. As such, the
authors stated that the lower-preceding-score criteria was cited to be lower
than 6.0 on the 7-point ARM scale. Clinical cutoff for alliance will be
discussed in relation to the present study in the Method section.
These criteria have been used previously to detect the presence of ruptures in calculating
alliance fluctuations (e.g. Gülüm et al., 2018; and Strauss et al., 2006). Additional
quantitative changes observed in alliance scores may indicate the presence of ruptures as
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well. For example, analysis of the Session Rating Scale (SRS; Miller et al., 2002; Miller
& Duncan, 2004) has shown that single-point declines from session to session have been
found to be associated with decreased outcomes at termination, even for clients that
consistently rate alliance above alliance cutoffs for “cause for concern” (Miller et al.,
2007).
It is important to consider that the overall process of repairing ruptures differs
depending on the rupture marker exhibited in therapy. For example, the resolution
process for withdrawal ruptures may involve exploration of intrapersonal or interpersonal
fears, which inhibit the expression and communication of “negative” emotions (Safran &
Kraus, 2014; Safran & Muran, 2000). Conversely, the rupture repair process for
confrontation makers often involves the therapist’s empathic engagement with the client
in order to facilitate unconscious or disavowed emotions, which drive the maladaptive
interpersonal patterns (Safran & Kraus 2014; Safran & Muran, 2000).
In recent years, researchers have created models, which focus on the process and
interventions focused on rupture repair (Bennett et al., 2006; Safran & Muran, 2000).
These interventions generally include: repeating the therapeutic rationale; changing the
tasks or goals; clarifying misunderstandings at a surface level; exploring relational
themes associated with the rupture; linking the alliance rupture to common patterns in a
client’s life; and providing a new relational experience (that is, acting in a way which will
provide a new relational experience for the client without necessarily making this insight
explicitly known) (Safran et al., 2011). Before these interventions can be implemented
into a relational, give-and-take process between client and therapist, the therapist must
acknowledge the presence of a rupture marker and be able to detachfrom the
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interpersonal process in order to explore the disconnect in alliance (Muran et al., 2010;
Rhodes et al.,1994). In order for the detection of rupture markers to occur, therapists must
cultivate a stance of ongoing self-awareness and remain affectively and interpersonally
attuned to shifts in the alliance throughout the course of therapy (Safran & Kraus, 2014).
For example, therapists often experience interpersonal push/pull dynamics during
sessions, which mirror clients’ maladaptive interpersonal patterns. It is necessary for the
therapist to identify their own implicit or explicit responses to these patterns, and to be
able to “step outside” of the dynamic and offer encouragement to explore the occurrence
with the client.
The importance of rupture identification and repair brings about the question of
whether these skills can be taught, and whether training proves beneficial for rupture
repair (Aspland et al., 2008). Training models for rupture repair involves the accurate
identification of rupture makers occurring during therapy sessions. Evidence from
qualitative client interviews as well as observer ratings of ruptures show that therapist
often miss rupture markers, and that failure to address ruptures is related to client dropout
(Muran et al., 2010). Furthermore, identifying the presence of ruptures is predicated upon
therapists (who are observing the potential ruptures) as possessing three basic, necessary
skills: self-awareness; affect regulation; and interpersonal sensitivity (Muran et al., 2010).
One meta-analysis examined the impact of rupture resolution training or
supervision on therapy outcomes (Safran et al., 2011). The training analysis search
process identified studies specifically indicating the involvement of therapists who had
undergone some form of rupture-resolution training or supervision, most of which also
contained a comparison control group. Results of the meta-analysis provided evidence
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that rupture resolution training led to significant client improvement, yielding an effect
size of .52, z = 6.94, 95% CI [.40-.63], p < .001. Additionally, the results indicated that
rupture resolution training/supervision led to a small but statistically significant client
improvement compared to therapists without rupture resolution training, yielding an
effect size of .11, z = 2.24, 95% CI [.01- .21], p = .03.

Client Factors: Adolescent Psychotherapy Process
There has been a question as to whether the three-factor (goals, tasks, bond)
alliance model described above appropriately predicts treatment outcomes in youth and
adolescents similar to that of adults (Shirk & Karver, 2003). There is evidence to suggest
that attention to these components of the alliance prove to be beneficial to therapy
outcomes. One such example is that goal maintenance, one component of maintaining or
rebuilding a strong alliance, has been found to improve retention in psychotherapy among
youth and adolescence and improve therapy outcomes (Cairns et al., 2019). Less is
known about rupture repair patterns among child and adolescent clients. For example,
when considering therapy with adolescents, mood irregularities and other personal and
social developmental factors may increase the likelihood of therapeutic ruptures (Chu et
al., 2010). However, there are no existing quantitative studies exploring the effects of
rupture-repair processes on therapeutic outcomes specifically among adolescents.
Suggestions for continued research come from studies on alliance-outcome research
among adolescents. Still, this can be helpful in providing direction for what can be
expected in adolescent rupture-repair research.
Previous research demonstrated that the association between the alliance and
outcomes in adolescent psychotherapy did not account for as much variance compared to
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adult populations (McLeod, 2011; Shirk & Karver, 2003). A follow-up meta-analysis
using updated studies resulted in similar findings (Shirk et al., 2011). Subsequent
exploratory analyses were conducted to determine potential moderator variables for the
association between alliance and outcome. Shirk et al. (2011) found that presenting
problem type (substance abuse and mixed problems vs. eating disorders) significantly
moderated alliance-outcome associations. Shirk et al. (2011) also found trends indicating
that age (child vs. adolescent) and therapy type (behavioral vs. nonbehavioral therapies)
affected alliance-outcome associations. However, age and therapy type were found to be
statistically non-significant moderators of alliance outcome associations.
The research literature on premature therapeutic termination among adolescents
(e.g. adolescents who prematurely dropped out of therapy) provides evidence that
therapeutic ruptures may further affect the alliance-outcome relationship. For example,
Robbins et al. (2006) examined therapeutic alliances as predictors of premature therapy
dropout in therapy for adolescents who abuse drugs. The results showed that Session 1 to
Session 2 change in youth-rated alliance was statistically significant for adolescents who
dropped out of therapy. The changes in alliance from Session 1 to Session 2 were not
statistically significant for adolescents who completed therapy. Additionally, it was found
that adolescents who prematurely dropped out of therapy were, on average, older than
those who completed. Adolescents who dropped out also reported fewer internalizing
symptoms, and fewer externalizing symptoms on the YSR than those who completed
treatment (Robbins et al., 2006). These findings suggest that there was significant
reduction in alliance from Session 1 to Session 2 among adolescents who dropped out of
therapy, and that this decline in alliance did not occur among adolescents who completed
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therapy (Robbins et al., 2006). There is evidence that exemplifies the use of monitoring
the presence of an alliance rupture and the relationship to therapy dropout (Eubanks et al.,
2019; O’Keeffe et al., 2020). Previous use of monitoring systems, however, often
involves incomplete selection of sessions to identify the presence of alliance ruptures,
and does not consistently address the session-to-sessions changes that occur in alliance
ratings. As mentioned previously, the variance in outcomes of therapy with youth and
adolescents may be better explained by using different models of assessment (Marker et
al., 2013; Shirk et al., 2008). For example, when using a change-based-assessment model
of assessment in which the alliance was continually monitored over time, the alliance
accounted for 9.8% of the variance in select adolescent therapy outcomes (Owen et al.,
2016). Additionally, alliance-outcome findings have observed discrepancies in timing
(e.g. early versus late alliance ratings) (Hukkelberg & Ogden, 2013; Kazdin & Whitley,
2006).
As important as therapeutic outcomes and symptom change are during the therapy
process, information about the importance of the therapeutic alliance can also be
observed by studying clients who do not continue after an alliance rupture has occurred.
A study by Garcia and Weisz (2002) used factor analyses to determine that problems in
the therapeutic relationship accounted for the most variance (16%) in differentiating
youth clients who dropped out of therapy versus those who completed. The therapeutic
relationship, as well as financial concerns, were the only two predictors of youth client
dropouts (non-factors included time and effort concerns as well as whether treatment was
even seen as needed). Indeed, this finding relating to adolescent client attrition and
dropout is seen in substance abuse treatment. A study examining perceived barriers to
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treatment in adolescent substance abuse treatment revealed that practical obstacles,
treatment readiness, treatment relevance, and treatment compatibility (as rated by
therapists) were significant predictors of variability in client attendance (Mensigner et al.,
2006). The researchers conclude that mental health providers, administrators, and
researchers should give appropriate attention to these areas as a means to reduce chances
of premature termination and to increase chances of client buy-in.

Client Factors: Adolescent Substance Use
Adolescence is defined as the period of transition between childhood and
adulthood, and generally marked as of the most significant phases of development that
one experiences in their lifetime (Crone & Dahl, 2012). Tasks of this developmental
phase include, but are not limited to: the physiological and changes of puberty and sexual
maturation; physical, structural, and neurocognitive changes in the brain; psychological
and emotional maturation; individuation and formation of self-identity; establishment and
cultivation of social and interpersonal relationships beyond the family of origin or
primary guardianship (Blakemore & Mills, 2014; Kilford et al., 2016; Suleiman &
Harden, 2016; Veed et al., 2019). Amongst many of these biological, neurological,
psychological, and social milestones, adolescence also represents for many a period of
vacillating pleasure and distress involving self-and-other uncertainty, challenges with
perspective-taking, and alternative forms of reward- and sensation-seeking. For some or
many of the above-listed reasons, adolescence is also a time in which biopsychosocial
factors facilitate experimentation with drugs and alcohol (Gray & Squeglia, 2018).
The United States National Survey on Drug Use and Health state that the majority
of adolescent substance use/abuse within a previous year was in the forms of alcohol,
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nicotine products, and marijuana/THC products (NSDUH, 2018). It was estimated that
9.0 percent of adolescents aged 12 to 17 were alcohol users, corresponding to 2.2 million
adolescents who drank alcohol in the past month. This included an estimated 1.2 million
adolescents in this age group that had engaged in binge drinking within the past month
(4.7 percent of adolescents) and an estimated 131,000 adolescents that were considered
“heavy drinkers.” An estimated 672,000 adolescents smoke cigarettes within the past
month (about 2.7 percent). This actually represents a decline in use, which may be
reflected by the increased use of electronic cigarettes (e-cigs) and other vaporizing
products (“vaping”). Although the NSDUH does not specifically inquire about use of
electronic nicotine products, there is substantial evidence that e-cigarette use is on the rise
in the United States (Park et al., 2020), with an estimated 35.1 percent of 12th graders
reporting use in the past twelve months, an increase of 5.4% from 2018 to 2019 alone
(Miech et al., 2019). In 2018, an estimated 3.1 million adolescents used marijuana within
the past year (1 in 8, or 12.5 percent). While these numbers are consistent with recent
years, there is evidence of increased use of vaping products for THC, which themselves
present new and deleterious health effects (National Institute on Drug Abuse [NIDA],
2019).
As mentioned, it is imperative to consider adolescent substance use through the
lens of the biopsychosocial model (Gray & Squeglia, 2018). Biologically, adolescents are
experiencing rapid physical and neurological changes (Steinberg & Sheffield Morris,
2001). Regarding the neural components of the brain, a large percentage of human
behaviors are moderated by the reward mechanisms which involve subcortical structures
that interface between limbic and motor circuitry, thereby translating emotional
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experiences in to motor/behavioral activity (Sharma & Morrow, 2016). This involves the
nucleus accumbens, a part of the ventral striatum, which itself is a part of the basal
ganglia. Pleasurable/rewarding activities such as sex and food acquisition result in a
release of dopamine in the nucleus accumbens, and create a feedback loop for repeating
behaviors motivated by attaining similar dopaminergic responses in the brain (Hyman et
al., 2006). The repetitive reward network influences creation of neurological growth that
results in learning and memory for the purpose of achieving similar subcortical
responses. As the human brain matures and develops, it does not do so equally across all
areas, and tends to begin in the subcortical regions of the brain. This means that an
adolescent brain has more temporal precedent for biological resources driving pleasureseeking behaviors compared to adaptive cognitive control mechanisms, which develop
later in the prefrontal cortex (McCutcheon et al., 2012). This neurodevelopmental
trajectory often results in adolescents engaging in more impulsive, risk-taking behaviors,
including substance use (Humphrey & Dumontheil, 2016; Somerville et al., 2010).
Additionally, there is evidence that the subcoritcal processes are more powerful in terms
of dopaminergic activity in the nucleus accumbens in adolescents than in adults
(Doremus-Fitzwater et al., 2010). While adolescents are considered to be capable of
engaging in logical risk analyses equivalent to adults by the age of 15, there may be more
incentive to engage in risky behaviors, including substance use, due to the salience of
rewards and how these are processed in the brain (Sharma & Morrow, 2016). Because the
brain’s maturation is not complete until approximately age 25 (or later for some), the
deleterious effects of substance use can have lasting or even permanent consequences on
brain development (Giedd & Rapoport, 2010; Guerri & Pascual, 2019; Hill, 2004).
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In addition to the biophysical effects of adolescence and potential predisposition
to substance use, there are also several psychosocial variables to take into consideration
(Jordan & Andersen, 2017; Mayberry et al., 2009; Schindler & Bröning, 2015).
Individually, adolescents are experiencing many transitions that increase a sense of
independence, individualization, identity formation, goal-direction and feelings of
autonomy (Davidow et al., 2018; Meeus, 2016). While often-cited reasons of using drugs
and alcohol include adolescent rebellion and demonstrations of anti-authoriatism,
research suggests this may play less of an explicit role in the cited reasons why teenagers
seek substance use. In one study by Boys et al. (2001), the most common functions of
substance use among adolescents were a) to relax (96.7% of respondents), to become
intoxicated (96.4%), to keep awake at night while socializing (95.9%), to enhance an
activity (88.5%), and to alleviate depressed mood (86.8%). This is consistent with
previous literature that posits four types of motivation(s) for adolescent substance use:
social, enhancement, coping, and conformity (Cooper, 1994). Regarding individual
characteristics that may influence substance use, there is evidence that personality and
temperament facilitate an adolescent’s personal approach or avoidance of drug and
alcohol use (Malmberg et al., 2012). For example, although it is suggested that some
adolescents may choose to use substances to socialize or to mitigate emotional distress,
Colder et al. (2017) found that increased levels of fear or shyness were associated with
increases in negative experiences and appraisals of use, which may be in part due to
sensitivity to aversive stimuli or outcomes of substance use, such as becoming sick or
getting into trouble. Additionally, there is an increasing amount of research that shows
evidence that psychological distress has a significant mediating effect on adolescent
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substance use. For example, adolescents who experience abuse, physical and/or
psychological maltreatment, and exposure to physical violence are more likely to engage
in binge drinking and other use of illicit substances compared to their peers (Bailey &
McCloskey, 2005; Greger et al., 2017; Hayre et al., 2019).
Social and interpersonal factors may also have a strong influence on adolescents
initiating substance use and developing substance use disorders (Hemovich et al., 2011;
Siennick et al., 2015). Throughout childhood and into adolescence, individuals’ exposure
to familial behaviors such as substance use has long been understood to influence
perceptions of substances and drug use behaviors, and is a significant predictor of early
onset of drug use, and later substance use disorders (Brook et al, 2010; Miller, et al.,
2013; Kerr et al., 2013). Adolescents from a family with a history of substance abuse are
particularly vulnerable for developing substance-related problems themselves, which
have shown both social and biological predisposition for future use (Cservenka, 2016).
Prenatal exposure has been linked to early onset of substance use (Baer et al., 1998; Baer
et al., 2003; Day et al., 2006; Richardson et al., 2013). Parental factors may also be a
deterrent for substance use in adolescence. For example, multiple studies (Piko and
Kovács, 2010; Wen, 2017) have found that parental monitoring was a universal
protective factor for adolescents. Acceptance and respect for parents’ values may also
serve as a protective factor against substance use. The quality of the parent-child
relationships has also been found to influence alcohol use, binge drinking, and marijuana
use onset (Rusby, 2018). With regards to the current study, one such specific cultural
consideration is how being in a military community affects the potential for military
adolescents to use substances. In one study, it was found that higher parentification
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factors, such as having more responsibilities at home, being more independent, and being
able to solve problems better relative to peers, serves as a protective factor against
polysubstance use compared to lower parentification adolescents (Sullivan et al., 2018).
The role of peers and peer influence becomes particularly influential during
adolescence (Connell et al., 2010; D’Amico & McCarthy, 2006). As such, rates of drug
and alcohol use are shown to increase with age (Johnston et al., 2016). This may be due
in part because as adolescents age, they become acquainted with more peers who have
access to social sources of drugs and alcohol, such as older siblings of friends or peers in
higher grades levels (Harrison et al, 2000), and general exposure to drug and alcohol use
(Siennick et al., 2015). The pressure to initiate substance use is mediated by peer
influence, as well as the frequency of becoming intoxicated (Wesche et al., 2018). After
controlling for individual substance use, perceived peer alcohol use predicted both
increased alcohol and marijuana use, and initiation of alcohol use. Perceived peer alcohol
and marijuana use predicted onset of marijuana use (D’Amico & McCarthy, 2006). There
is some evidence to suggest a bi-directional relationship between peer relationships and
adolescent substance use. McDonough et al. (2016) found that negative peer influence
predicted increased use of substances, and that individuals who use alcohol, cigarettes,
and marijuana show increased negative peer influence on others. Aside from peer and
social influence as a pressure to use, there is also evidence that overt peer pressure, such
as directly offering substances and encouraging drug use predicts substance use
(Hendricks et al., 2015). Although there is question of the presence or effect of an
individual’s deviance of family rules on substance use (mentioned previously), there is
evidence that an adolescent’s perceptions of the degree to which their peers explicitly
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encourage disobeying their parents and engaging in dangerous behaviors predict
substance use (Whitesell et al., 2014). That is, an adolescent is more likely to use
substances if they believe that their peers are actively encouraging them to do so.
Of course, it is also important to consider how broader ecological systems
influence adolescent behaviors such as substance use (Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Cook et al.,
2002). In addition to direct peer influence to use substances, there is evidence that
adolescents are at increased risk of alcohol use onset because of their position within
social networks in relation to their friends, and friends of friends (Mundt, 2011). Mundt
(2011) found that in comparison with adolescents who abstained from alcohol use, those
that initiated alcohol use had more popular friends as measured by peer nominations, and
having more friends who drank alcohol. Neighborhood factors also affect drug and
alcohol use among adolescents. For example, perceptions of increased neighborhood
disorganization, decreased social cohesion, and increased amounts of neighborhood
problems with alcohol and drug use were associated with higher odds of the use of
alcohol, tobacco, and other drugs among adolescents (Shih et al., 2017). School-level
substance use is positively associated with an adolescent’s individual substance use
(Eisenberg et al., 2014). This means that students who attend schools in which there is
more prevalent substance use among the student body, are more likely themselves to use
drugs and alcohol compared to students who attend schools with less substance use
among peers. Conversely, school-level effects have also been shown to have moderating
factors against student substance use. For example, increased school-level disapproval
(i.e. a higher proportion of students expressing negative attitudes about substance use in a
school) was negatively associated with adolescent substance use, meaning that when
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more students in a given school endorse disapproval of using drugs and alcohol, a student
is less likely to report using drugs and alcohol themselves (Su & Supple, 2016).
Similarly, there is evidence that ratings of a positive school climate and positive sense of
community were associated with less adolescent substance use (Mayberry et al., 2009).
Furthermore, a positive sense of community moderated the relationship between peer and
parental influences on substance use, and serves as a protective factor (Mayberry et al.,
2009). Additional evidence exists that for males, perceived increase in school support,
and increased teacher support and expectations is associated with reduced odds of
engaging in substance use (Shekhtmeyster et al., 2011; Suldo et al., 2008). For females,
family and peer factors largely accounted for influence of substance use, whereas school
caring relationships did not significantly affect substance use (Shekhtmeyster et al.,
2011).

Client Factors: Treatment of Adolescent Substance Use
Because of the multiple factors affecting the vulnerability of adolescents to use
drugs and alcohol, understanding the biopsychosocial influences of adolescent substance
use has important implications for prevention and intervention. Gottfredson and Wilson
(2003) found that substance use prevention programs were most effective when they
occurred with those in early adolescence (i.e. middle school), suggesting that there is a
sensitive period with which to intervene and prevent and/or treat substance use problems.
As mentioned above, parents monitoring adolescent behaviors and the quality of their
relationships with adolescents, and openly communicating expectations of drug and
alcohol can increase the age of onset of use and decrease drug use frequency (Rusby et
al., 2018). Prevention programs that are most effective include targeting salient risk and
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protective factors at the individual, family, and community levels (Griffin & Botvin,
2010). School-based interventions can include social resistance skills, normative
education, competence-enhancement, and program models such as Life Skills Training
(LST). Interventions that target community factors may be helpful, such as school district
leadership practices, collective efficacy, residential instability, and economic risks
(Chilenski & Greenberg, 2009). Incorporating discussions to foster a sense of social
cohesion and connection with their immediate community may also have protective
factors against substance use, and may moderate the effects of other predictors of
substance use (Fagan et al., 2014). Finally, there is evidence that larger societal efforts
such as changing minimum purchase ages may help reduce adolescent substance use by
reducing the social networks that have access to certain drugs (e.g. nicotine) and alcohol
products (Friedman et al., 2019; Norberg et al., 2009).
In addition to efforts for prevention, therapeutic treatment intervention has also
been found to be effective in reducing onset, frequency, and amount of adolescent
substance use (Das et al., 2016). In the past two decades, there has been a considerable
increase in recognizing the need for developmentally appropriate and individualized
treatment approaches that investigate specific techniques and therapeutic factors that
facilitate treatment with youth (Fagan, 2006; Margret & Ries, 2016). One example of this
was evidenced by a study in which adolescents that received intentional interventions
designed to help identify and overcome impediments to treatment attendance led more
frequent attendance and reduced substance use compared to adolescents that received
standard care, without the brief interventions (Tait et al., 2004).
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Several psychosocial therapies including individual therapy, group therapy, family
therapy, and motivational enhancement therapy (MET) have shown to be efficacious in
reducing substance use and reducing the effects of substance use on other areas of
adolescent’s lives (Waldron & Turner, 2008). Hogue et al. (2014) conducted metaanalytic review of adolescent substance use studies and found that ecological familybased treatment, group cognitive-behavioral therapy, and individual cognitive-behavioral
therapy were considered “well-established” treatment approaches for substance use
treatment, as well as integrated approaches that combined more than one approach.
Hogue et al. (2014) also determined that behavioral family-based treatment and
motivational interviewing were deemed “probably efficacious.” One study exemplifying
the effects of family therapy on adolescent substance abuse was conducted by Horigian et
al. (2015), and found that that manualized Brief Strategic Family Therapy (BSFT) is
effective in reducing alcohol use in parents, and in reducing adolescents’ substance use in
families in which parents were using substances. Additionally, BSFT also showed
improvement in ratings of family functioning (Horigian et al., 2015).

Client Factors: Military Culture
Psychotherapy researchers would be wise not to assume that process and outcome
findings among non-military/civilian clients directly translate to the mental health needs
of military clients. One of the primary factors to examine is the level of engagement in
mental health services among military personnel and their families. One of the most
common findings across the literature is that although there have been increased efforts to
increase awareness of services offered for active duty and veterans returning from
deployment (Pickett et al., 2015), though there continues to be lower-than-desired
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engagement in mental health services among the military population. For example, a
study by Schell and Marshall (2008) found that 47% of surveyed military participants
who had met criteria for symptoms PTSD or major depression had not sought any form
of mental health care in the previous year. Additionally, 30% of those who did seek care
reported receiving only a minimally adequate amount of care, with many premature
therapy dropouts. As many as 60-70% of veterans with a mental health diagnosis do not
receive adequate mental health treatment within a year of receiving a diagnosis, with
stigma cited as one of the most common and prevalent barriers to seeking treatment
(Corrigan, Druss, & Perlick, 2014; Green-Shortridge, Britt, & Castro, 2007; Hoge et al.,
2004; Sharp et al., 2015). The most endorsed stigma concerns were that leadership might
treat military personnel differently and that they would be seen as weak (Sharp et al.,
2015).
In addition to monitoring the well-being and provision of care for military
personnel, the Department of Defense also acknowledges the need to review systems of
care for military families (Department of Defense [DoD], 2018). As such, children of
military personnel may experience unique personal and familial stressors, which are not
experienced by civilian youth. Some of these stressors may include the impact of
deployment, the need for flexibility and adjustment during relocation, separation and
reunion from family members, as well as residual mental health effects to parents
returning from combat (Drummet et al., 2003; Huebner et al. 2007; Steenkamp & Litz,
2013; White et al., 2011). One might assume that these effects of military youth do not
differ from civilian youth. After all, families are often split through divorce, relocation
occurs through changes in parental employment, and mental illness is not unique only to
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military families. However, military families experience these stressors more frequently
and assume these stressors as a part of a shared military culture. As Weiss et al. (2010)
state, “Unlike civilian families, military families represent a unique culture that
emphasizes the adherence to specific guidelines of conduct. Service men and women
conform to a core set of values and traditions inherent to military life. Additionally,
military families have the pressure to make a similar commitment to the military’s norms,
beliefs, and traditions” (p. 396). This can be explained, in part, by considering the
interdependencies within military families (Wadsworth et al., 2013), which may include
intergenerational transmission of shared cultural values. While this may be beneficial in
many ways, the shared values may also present opportunities for shared values with
reduce help-seeking behaviors for mental health. For example, the military has a culture
of stoicism in which one is expected to navigate problems without complaint (Hall,
2011). This belief could affect the level of communication between military parents and
adolescents (Milburn & Lightfoot, 2013). Additionally, the military culture of personal
agency can serve as rationale for adolescents to cope with their problems and concerns
independently, and forgo seeking help from others (Huebner & Mancini, 2005; Milburn
& Lightfoot, 2013). However, there is evidence that peer support groups can be
established based on a shared identity among military adolescents in distress, such as
those organized by school psychologists (Bradshaw et al., 2010).
Despite the theorized factors which could affect therapy outcomes among military
adolescents, little-to-no research has been conducted among this population in regard to
therapy process and outcomes. This paucity of research includes an absence of studies
examining dropout rates, outcome comparison studies, and studies looking at evidence-
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based interventions. Only one study was found which examines the effects of alliance in
therapy outcomes of military youth (Owen et al., 2016). These authors posit that it would
be beneficial to explore the reasons why “successful treatments are associated with
increases in the alliance” (p. 208), specifically postulating that changes or fluctuations in
the alliance may be a stronger mechanism of change compared to high, steady alliances.
Much has been written about the effects of military life on the mental well-being of
adolescents and the need for empirically validated treatment considerations (EspositoSmythers et al., 2011). However, there remains to be systematic evaluation of
psychotherapeutic process and outcome factors directed specifically to military youth.

Research Question and Hypotheses
Previous research with the existing data shows that alliance accounts for as much
as 9.8% of the variance in youth outcomes (Owen et al., 2016). The purpose of this study
is to examine therapeutic outcomes comparing psychotherapy processes in which there
were therapeutic ruptures present and not-present (rupture versus non-rupture) among
military youth who attended therapy for concerns related to substance use. Specifically,
this study will address whether there are significant differences in alliance-outcome
associations comparing processes with and without alliance ruptures, as well as
comparing ruptures which were repaired and not repaired. The study will also investigate
if rupture-repair processes serve as a predictor for adolescents who stay in therapy versus
adolescents who prematurely dropout of therapy. Finally, the current study will
investigate whether rupture-alliance-outcomes are moderated or covary by: A) Early
versus late therapy ruptures; B) Age; C) Problem-type; and D) Therapist effects.
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Hypothesis 1
There will be evidence of treatment effects comparing psychotherapy processes
with no alliance ruptures, psychotherapy processes with evidence of rupture repair, and
psychotherapy processes with no evidence of rupture repair. Specifically, it is predicted
that psychotherapy processes in which there is rupture repair will have significantly
higher outcome scores than those processes without rupture repair and processes with no
rupture (Kivlighan & Shaughnessy, 2000; Stiles et al., 2004).

Hypothesis 2
There will be evidence of treatment effects in the prediction of therapy dropout.
Specifically, it is predicted that adolescents will be significantly more likely to stay in
therapy (versus prematurely leaving therapy) when ruptures are repaired compared to
processes in which ruptures are not repaired.

Hypothesis 3
Psychotherapy processes in which there is evidence of rupture will show
differences in outcomes in terms of whether the rupture was repaired or not. Specifically,
it is predicted that adolescents that experience rupture-repair will be associated with a
higher number of sessions attended compared to adolescents that experience unrepaired
ruptures.

Hypothesis 4
Rupture repair sequences among military adolescents will occur mainly in earlysession treatments. More specifically, among processes in which rupture-repair sequence
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criteria is met (Stiles et al., 2004), most of these processes will occur in the first half of
the therapy process. This will replicate Stiles et al.’s (2004) findings which included adult
study participants (age M = 41, range 23-60). Stiles et al. (2004) found that 15 of 18
ruptures-repairs (83.3%) occurred in early sessions, with all but one in 8-session (4 of 5)
and all but two in 16-session (10 of 12).

Hypothesis 5
Age will act as a moderator on the effect of rupture-repair on outcome. As it is predicted
that there will be an effect of repaired versus unrepaired ruptures on outcomes, it is
further predicted that the relationship between rupture condition and outcome will be
affected by the age of the client. This prediction is based on previous meta-analytic
findings (McCleod, 2011) that weighted mean alliance-outcome effects were significantly
higher for children (mean age below 13) compared to alliance-outcomes effects for
adolescents (mean age 13 or older). Although the current study does not include children
under the age of 13, McLeod’s (2011) meta-analysis separated studies by mean age,
which may have excluded age effects by year as opposed to age grouping. This prediction
is also based on previous findings that adolescents who prematurely dropped out of
therapy were on average older than those that completed treatment (15.38 vs. 14.59), F(1,
27) =4.19, p =.05, η2=.13 (Robbins et al., 2006).

Hypothesis 6
There will be significant differences between groups (differentiated by definition
of problem-type) on the effect of rupture repair on outcome. Specifically, it is predicted
that meeting criteria for a substance use disorder (versus having subthreshold symptoms
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of a substance use disorder) will act as a moderator on the effect of rupture condition
(repaired versus non-repaired) on adolescent therapy outcome. It is predicted that meeting
criteria for a substance use disorder will show increased therapy outcomes compared to
those not meeting criteria, but are shown to be at risk for other reasons. Previous research
has demonstrated differing effects on alliance-outcome relationships between those
presenting for substance abuse and those presenting with other target problems. In a
meta-analysis of alliance-outcome effects in adolescent therapy, the weighted mean effect
size for externalizing symptoms was significantly higher than the effect size for substance
abuse (g = .15, p < .05; McLeod, 2011).

Hypothesis 7
There will be evidence of a therapist effect on the effect of treatment on the
outcomes of therapy. Specifically, it is predicted that therapists who, on average, report
higher aggregate alliance scores among their clients will lead to higher therapeutic
outcomes in post-rupture-repair sequences than those reporting lower aggregate alliance
scores. It has been shown that between-therapist variability in alliance is a significant
predictor of therapeutic outcomes, whereas client effects (within therapist) were not
significant predictors of outcomes (Baldwin, et al., 2007; Del Re, Flückiger, et al., 2012).
Similar to these previous studies, construction of a multilevel model will provide
additional information to account for variability in hypothesized treatments effects on
outcomes.
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CHAPTER II: METHOD

Participants
Clients. For the current study, a full sample of 6,668 military adolescent/youths
were selected based on participation in psychotherapy for factors related to substance
abuse, including personal substance abuse, parent substance abuse, and risk factors
associated with substance abuse (Owen et al., 2016). The mean number of sessions for
the full sample was 8.46 (SD = 6.57, Median = 7, range: 1-74). Presenting concerns were
adolescents that: a) Met criteria for a substance use disorder; b) Presented with
subthreshold substance use disorders; c) Have parents who had a substance use disorder;
and d) Were diagnosed with psychological distress which presented with externalizing
behaviors, but did not reach threshold for diagnosis (predictive risk factors or substance
abuse). Planned analyses will be compared for gender (male vs. female), age, and
presenting problem type.
Of this full sample, a subsample of clients were utilized based on inclusion
criteria which included age and number of sessions attended. Inclusion criteria for clients
included those: a) Attended more than one session (excluded n=342).; and b) 13-19 years
old (excluded n=686) After criteria were met, the final subsample included 5640
subjects.
Therapists. In total, 101 therapists treated the 5,640 clients (caseload M=55.84,
range: 1-207).
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Measures

Outcome Rating Scale
Clients were administered the Outcome Rating Scale (ORS; Miller & Duncan,
2000; Miller & Duncan, 2004) during each therapy session. The ORS is a four-item selfreport measure intended to assess psychological well-being and distress on a session-tosession basis (Miller, Duncan, Brown, Sparks, & Claud, 2003). Clients rate their current
state of well-being/distress by marking on four visual analogue scales, each measuring 10
cm in length. The four scales represent separate domains of the client’s functioning, and
include how they are doing: Individually (personal well-being); interpersonally (family,
close relationships); socially (work, school, friendships); and overall (general sense of
well-being). The ORS was designed and normed for adults and adolescents (ages 13+),
which additional versions made for children ages 6-12 (Children’s Outcome Rating
Scale; CORS) and a clinical engagement tool for children under 6 (Young Children’s
Outcome Rating Scale; YCORS). Client marks are measures and scored on a total range
of scores from 0-40 (higher scores indicate greater well-being). Adults typically have a
clinical cutoff of 25, however, younger clients tend to score higher on the ORS resulting
in a clinical cutoff of 28 (Bertolino & Miller, 2012). To measure treatment over time, a
statistical index known as the reliable change index (RCI; Jacobson & Truax, 1991)
allows for scores to be attributed to non-random, substantial changes, crosses the clinical
cutoff (from clinical to nonclinical), and not a result of change fluctuations between
scores. For the ORS, the RCI is five, meaning that ORS scores that move five “points”
and end above a total score of 28 are considered to represent clinically significant change
(Bertolino & Miller, 2012).
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Several studies have provided empirical evidence for the validity and reliability of the
ORS (Bringhurst et al., 2006; Campbell & Hemsley, 2009; Duncan et al., 2006; Miller et
al., 2003). A preliminary investigation (Miller, et al., 2003) of the psychometrics of the
ORS revealed an internal consistency among a non-clinical sample (N = 86) and across
336 administrations revealed a Cronbach’s alpha of .93. This result was also found to
have significant correlations with the Outcome Questionnaire 45.2 (OQ-45.2). Test-retest
reliability yielded a correlation which ranged from r = .49 to r = .66, with correlations
becoming weaker with subsequent administrations. Concurrent validity was computed
using Pearson product-moment correlations between the ORS and OQ45.2. A moderate
indication of concurrent validity was revealed, with an overall correlation between ORStotal scores and OQ45.2 total scores being .59.
A follow-up study by Bringhurst et al. (2006) used a non-clinical sample of 98
participants to attempt to replicate the findings of Miller et al. (2003). Estimates of
internal consistency using Cronbach’s alpha revealed similar findings (α = .97). Testretest reliability in the replication study was shown to be markedly higher in the second
administration (.80 compared to .66) and third administration (.81 compared to .58).
Bringhurst et al. (2006) also demonstrated stronger evidence of concurrent validity
compared to the initial study, with Pearson product-moment correlations yielding a
correlation of .69 (compared to .59 in Miller et al. (2003).
In a study that investigated the psychometrics of the ORS among children and
adolescents. Duncan et al. (2006) found the ORS and the CORS displayed strong
evidence of reliability, with coefficient alpha estimates of .93 and .84 respectively. Testretest reliability yielded correlations of .78 for the ORs and .60 for the CORS. As with
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adult samples, subsequent administrations yielded weaker correlations. Concurrent
validity was computed with Pearson product moment correlations. These correlations
yielded a significant correlation of .53 for adolescents who completed the ORS and
Youth Outcome Questionnaire 30 (YOQ).
In a previous study using the ORS to assess the role of the working alliance in
adolescent treatment (Owen et al., 2016), client ORS ratings were compared against
therapists’ categorical evaluation of their client’s improvement. Therapists rated their
client’s overall, end-of-treatment outcomes with an informal 3-point scale; outcomes
were rated as either: Poor, Fair, or Good. In this study, client’s rated by their therapists as
having “Good” outcomes (M = 34.59, SD = 6.84) was significantly higher than those
rated as having “Fair” outcomes (M = 32.32, SD = 8.00, p < .001, d = 0.31) and “Poor”
outcomes (M = 29.82, SD = 8.80, p < .001, d = .66). Differences between “Fair” and
“Poor” outcomes were also statistically significantly different (p < 0.001, d = 0.34).

Session Rating Scale
Clients were administered the Session Rating Scale (SRS; Miller et al., 2002;
Miller & Duncan, 2004) at the end of each therapy session. Like the ORS, the SRS is a
four-item visual analogue self-report scale. The SRS is intended to measure the client’s
perception of the quality of the working alliance (Duncan et al., 2003, Miller & Duncan,
2004). Clients rate their perception of the therapeutic alliance by marking on four visual
analogue scales, each measuring 10 cm in length. The four scales reflect interacting
elements of Bordin’s (1979) model of the therapeutic alliance, including the relational
bond, and the degree of agreed-upon goals, methods, and overall approach to therapy
(Miller & Duncan, 2004). The SRS was designed and normed for adults and adolescents
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(ages 13+). Additional versions are included for children ages 6-12 in the Children’s
Outcome Rating Scale (CORS) and for children under 6 (Young Children’s Session
Rating Scale; YCSRS). Client marks are measured and scored on a total range of scores
from 0-40 (higher scores indicate stronger therapeutic alliance). There is an alliance
“cutoff point'' which represents scores in which therapists are advised to be alert to the
potential for a failure in the working relationship and/or the potential for a rupture in the
therapeutic alliance (Bertonlino & Miller, 2012). On the SRS, a score of 36 or lower is
considered alarming and cause for concern as, per Miller and Duncan (2004), fewer than
24% of cases scored lower than 36. As such, this alliance cutoff can be used in
conjunction with identifying ruptures as defined by Stiles et al.’s (2004) criteria for
rupture repair, as mentioned in a previous section.
Several studies have provided empirical evidence for the validity and reliability of
the SRS (Campbell & Hemsley, 2009; Duncan et al., 2003). In their preliminary findings,
Duncan et al. (2003) found that among 70 participants and 420 total administrations,
Cronbach’s coefficient alpha was .88. The researchers’ determined that the high rating of
internal consistency was related to the four items of the SRS correlating well with one
another (Duncan et al., 2003). Pearson product moment correlations were used to
measure test-retest reliability, which measured correlations between the test scores at
each administration (each of the 70 participants had six administrations). From the
Pearson product moment correlations, a Pearson’s r was found to be .70 between first and
second administrations, and .64 for overall test-retest reliability. For comparison, the
Helping Alliance Questionnaire II (HAQ-II; Luborsky et al., 1996) was shown to have an
overall test-retest reliability of .63. Pearson product moment correlations, for all
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administrations among all subjects (420 total paired administrations), were used against
the HAQ-II to determine concurrent validity. The correlation between the measures was
found to be .48, and individual items were found to have correlations between .39 and
.44. These correlations demonstrate evidence that items on the SRS are measuring the
same constructs as the previously validated HAQ-II, and that the SRS is a valid brief
measure of the therapeutic alliance (Duncan et al., 2003). A follow-up study investigating
the psychometrics of the SRS found similar results to Duncan et al., 2003 (Campbell &
Hemsley, 2009). Internal consistency resulted in a Cronbach’s alpha of .93. Concurrent
validity was again explored using Pearson product moment correlations and demonstrated
moderate and consistent correlations with measures of the Working Alliance Inventory12 (WAI; Horvath & Greenberg, 1989). Correlations between the SRS and WAI-12
ranged from .37 to .63 (Campbell & Hemsley, 2009).

Procedure
Outcome and alliance measures were collected during counseling services, which
were offered to adolescents living on military bases with their families. Counseling
services were voluntary, and offered through the Adolescent Support and Counseling
Services (ASACS). There were multiple sources of referral, including: school (51.3%),
self (17.3%), family (13.6%), command/military police (7.6%), medical (4.0%), peer
(3.7%), and other sources (2.5%). Clients who attended counseling sessions were given
the ORS at the beginning of each session and the SRS at the end of each session.
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CHAPTER III: RESULTS

Preliminary Analyses
The mean ORS-pre score was 25.85 (SD = 8.18) and the mean ORS-post score
was 33.83 (SD = 6.40), with a Cohen’s d = 0.98. Of the 5640 clients, 62.06% (n = 3,500)
reported reliable change (i.e. an increase of five points or more on the ORS). There were
3305 (58.60%) clients out of 5640 who started below the clinical cut-off on the ORS (i.e.
28 points), and of these 3305 clients, 2732 (82.66%) showed reliable change. Of the 3305
clients that started below the clinical cut-off, 2420 (73.22%) reported clinically
significant change in which they started with below 28 on the ORS, observed at least a 5
point increase on the ORS, and ended treatment over 28 on the ORS.
There was a total of 49,931 sessions attended by the 5640 clients included in
analyses for the current study (M = 8.85, Mdn = 7.00, SD = 6.56). Of these 49,931
sessions, there were ruptures in 5510 sessions (11.04% of session total). There were a
total of 2211 rupture repair sequences and 3299 non-repaired rupture sequences
evidenced among the entire sample population. Clients in the current study were given
codes of either a) No Rupture; b) Rupture Repair; or c) Rupture Non-Repair. Clients
coded No Rupture did not meet criteria for a therapeutic alliance rupture at any point
during their therapy process. Clients coded Rupture Repair were identified as having one
or more rupture sequences (defined as an at-minimum one-point decrease in SRS scores
from the previous session), followed by an increase in SRS score equal to or greater than
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the amount of rupture decrease in the following session. These rupture-repair sequences
also stipulated that there were no unrepaired ruptures at termination from therapy. Clients
coded Rupture Non-Repair were identified as having one of more rupture sequences that
were left unrepaired during the therapy process. This also included clients that may have
demonstrated rupture-repair episodes at some point(s) during their therapy process, but
experienced an unrepaired rupture at the time of termination. Of the 5640 clients whom
met criteria for inclusion for this study, 51.2% (n = 2885) did not meet criteria for a
therapeutic alliance rupture at any point of their therapy process, whereas 48.8% (n =
2755) met criteria for at least one alliance rupture episode. A total of 1416 clients (25.1%
of sample population) met criteria to be coded as Rupture Repair, whereas 1339 clients
(23.7% of sample population) met criteria to be coded as Rupture Non-Repair.

Hypothesis 1
For Hypothesis 1, it was predicted that there would be evidence of treatment
effects comparing psychotherapy processes with no alliance ruptures, psychotherapy
processes with evidence of rupture repair, and psychotherapy processes with no evidence
of rupture repair. Specifically, it was predicted that psychotherapy processes in which
there is rupture repair would have significantly higher outcome scores than those
processes without rupture repair and processes with no rupture (Kivlighan &
Shaughnessy, 2000; Stiles et al., 2004). Hypothesis 1 was tested using a one-way
independent ANOVA to assess for statistically significant differences between rupture
groups on ORS scores taken at the final session. Results showed that there was a
significant effect of rupture condition on therapy outcomes, F(2,5637) = 58.97, p < .001.
Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that there were significant
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differences between the Non-Rupture group and both the Rupture-Repair group (p = .027,
d = .083), and Rupture Non-Repair group (p < .001, d = 0.35). The tests also revealed a
significant difference between the Rupture-Repair group and the Rupture Non-Repair
group (p < .001, d = 0.27). Thus, Hypothesis 1 was partially confirmed with evidence of
treatment effects between rupture conditions. However, final outcome scores were found
to be highest in the Non-Rupture category compared to the predicted result that final
outcome scores would be significantly higher in the Rupture Repair condition. Results of
means and standard deviations and results of one-way ANOVA on ORS outcome scores
are presented in Tables 1 and 2 below.

Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations of ORS Outcome Scores by Rupture Category
Self-reported ORS outcome scores
Rupture Group

n

M

SD

Non-Rupture

2885

34.50

6.24

Rupture Repair

1416

33.97

6.03

Rupture Non-Repair 1339

32.23

6.83

Total

33.83

6.40

5640

Table 2
One-Way Analysis of Variance of Therapy Outcome Score by Rupture Category
Source
df
SS
MS
F
Between groups

2

4728.67

2364.34

Within groups

5637

226015.10

40.10

Total

5639

239743.771

*

Note. = p <.001
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58.97*

Hypothesis 1 was additionally tested by assessing overall change in ORS outcome
scores by subtracting ORS scores at the initial session from ORS scores at the final
session. This change in ORS score could yield positive or negative integers, reflecting
progression or regression of well-being, respectively. Additionally, the ORS-change
integer could have yielded an integer of zero, reflecting that there was no
change/difference in well-being in the final session compared to the initial session.
Hypothesis 1 change in well-being was tested using a one-way independent ANOVA to
assess for statistically significant differences between rupture groups on change in ORS
scores between first and final sessions. Results showed that there was a significant effect
of rupture condition on change in outcome scores, F(2, 5637) = 52.58, p < .001. Post hoc
comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated significant differences between the
Rupture Repair group and both the Non-Rupture group (p < .001, d = .31) and the
Rupture Non-Repair group (p < .001, d = .31). There was no significant difference
between change in outcome scores between the Non-Rupture group and the Rupture NonRepair group (p = .995, d = .002). Hypothesis 1 was additionally confirmed in that
change in ORS was predicted between conditions, with Rupture Repair clients showing
significantly greater change in well-being throughout therapy compared to Non-Rupture
and Rupture Non-Repair conditions. Results of means and standard deviations and results
of one-way ANOVA on change in outcome scores are presented in Tables 3 and 4 below.
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Table 3
Means and Standard Deviations of ORS Outcome Change by Rupture Category
Self-reported ORS change scores
Rupture Group

n

M

SD

Non-Rupture
Rupture Repair

2885
1416

7.34
9.92

8.07
8.38

Rupture Non-Repair 1339

7.32

8.33

Total

7.98

8.29

5640

Table 4
One-Way Analysis of Variance of Therapy Outcome Change by Rupture Category
Source
df
SS
MS
F
Between groups
Within groups

2
5637

7093.15
380254.18

Total

5639

387347.32

3546.57
67.46

52.58*

Note. * = p < .001

Hypothesis 2
For Hypothesis 2, it was predicted that adolescents that experience at least one
non-repaired rupture will be more likely to prematurely terminate from therapy compared
to adolescents that experience a repaired alliance rupture. Premature termination was
defined by clients meeting all three of the following conditions: a) Attended fewer than
the mean number of sessions (less than eight); b) Ended treatment with a ORS outcome
score of below the clinical cutoff (ORS < 28); and c) Demonstrated a less-than five point
increase in ORS score from initial session to their final session. Thus, these adolescents
engaged in fewer than the average number of sessions attended in the sample population,
exhibited no clinically significant change, and ended therapy prior to advancing wellbeing above clinical distress.
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A chi-square test of independence was performed to examine the relation between
rupture-repair condition and premature termination (versus continuing in therapy).
Results showed that there was a significant association between whether or not ruptures
were repaired and whether or not clients prematurely terminated from therapy, χ2 (1) =
16.70, p < .001. An odds ratio analysis shows that adolescents that experienced nonrepaired ruptures are 1.93 times more likely to prematurely terminate from therapy
compared to adolescents that experienced repaired therapeutic ruptures. Thus, results
confirmed Hypothesis 2. Results from Hypothesis 2 chi-square test of independence is
presented below in Table 5.

Table 5
Premature Termination versus Staying in Therapy by Rupture Condition
Premature
Termination
Yes
No

Rupture Condition
Non-Repaired
Repaired
118
58
(2.7)
(-2.90)
1319
1260
(-0.7)
(0.7)

χ2

Φc

16.70*

.078

Note. * = p <.001. Standardized residuals appear in parentheses below group frequencies.

Hypothesis 3
For Hypothesis 3, it was predicted that adolescents coded as Rupture Repair will
be associated with a higher number of sessions attended compared to adolescents coded
as Rupture Non-Repair. This hypothesis was tested using an independent t-test. Results
showed that on average, a greater number of sessions were attended by adolescents that
experienced rupture repair (M = 12.32, SE = .21) compared to adolescents that
experienced ruptures that were not repaired (M = 8.60, SE = .16). This difference was
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statistically significant, t (2753) = 14.19, p < .001, d = .54. Thus, Hypothesis 3 was
confirmed.

Hypothesis 4
For Hypothesis 4, it was predicted that among processes in which rupture-repair
sequence criteria is met (Stiles et al., 2004), most of these processes would occur in earlystage versus late-stage therapy processes. Measures of central tendency were used to
categorize early- versus late-stage rupture repair processes. Early-stage rupture repairs
were defined as a rupture repair process that occurred prior to the average number of
attended sessions (M = 8.85), and late-stage rupture repairs occurred after the average
number of attended sessions. As it is not feasible to code for partial sessions, early-stage
rupture repairs were defined as a session in which a rupture repair was present in sessions
3-8, and late-stage rupture repairs were defined as a session in which a rupture repair was
present in sessions 9-74. Each session attended was coded as either “Rupture Repair” or
“Other.” It should be noted that Sessions 1 and 2 were not included in analyses, as they
could not be coded as “Rupture Repair” due to the operational definition of a rupture
repair process in this study.
A chi-square test of independence was performed to examine the relation between
sessions with rupture repairs and session timing (early versus late). Results showed that
there was a significant association between the presence of rupture repairs in early-stage
therapy sessions compared to late-stage therapy sessions, χ2 (1) = 66.27, p < .001. An
odds ratio analysis shows that an early-stage rupture repair was 1.46 times more likely to
occur compared to a late-stage rupture repair. Thus, Hypothesis 4 was confirmed. Results
from Hypothesis 4 are presented in Table 6 below.
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Table 6
Presence of Rupture Repair in Therapy by Session Timing
Session Code
Rupture Repair
Other

Early
1516
(5.0)
21,803
(-1.2)

Session Timing
Late
695
(-6.1)
14,630
(1.5)

χ2
66.27*

Φc
.041

Note. * = p <.001. Standardized residuals appear in parentheses below group frequencies.

Hypothesis 5
For Hypothesis 5, it was predicted that age would act as a moderator on the effect
of rupture-repair on adolescent therapy outcome. To first test this hypothesis, a
hierarchical multiple regression analysis was conducted. In the first step, two predictive
variables were included: rupture condition (Rupture Repair versus Rupture Non-Repair)
and age. These variables accounted for a significant amount of variance in adolescents’
end-of-treatment well-being as measured by ORS score collected at the final session, R2 =
.023, F (2, 2752) = 32.63, p < .001. Multicollinearity diagnostics were assessed and were
found to be non-problematic, VIF = 1.00, Tolerance = 1.00. Next, the interaction term
between rupture condition and age was added to the regression model, which did not
account for a significant proportion of the variance in final session ORS scores, ΔR2 =
.001, ΔF (3, 2751) = 1.22, p = .27, b = .030, t (2751) = 1.103, p = .270. Thus, Hypothesis
5 was not confirmed was using final session ORS scores. Results from Hypothesis 5 with
ORS outcomes are presented in Table 7 below.
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Table 7
Summary of Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Variables (Age) Predicting Therapy
Outcome
Variable
Constant
Rupture
Condition*
Age
Rupture
Condition x
Age
R2
F for
change in
R2

B
32.23

Model 1
𝛽
SE B
.18

B
32.23

Model 2
SE B
𝛽
.18

1.72
-.48

.25
.13

1.73.
-.62

.25
.18

.133
-.09

.28

.25

.03

.133
-.07

.023

.024

32.630**

1.22***

*

Note. Age was centered at mean. = Coded 0 for Non-Repair, 1 for Repair.

**

= p < .001. *** p = .27

Hypothesis 5 was also tested for therapy outcomes with overall change in wellbeing used as a therapy outcome. Similar to the use of final ORS score as the outcome
variable, it was predicted that age would act as a moderator on the effect of rupture-repair
on change in well-being in therapy with adolescents. To test this hypothesis, a
hierarchical multiple regression analysis was conducted. In the first step, two predictive
variables were included: rupture condition (Rupture Repair versus Rupture Non-Repair)
and age. These variables accounted for a significant amount of variance in adolescents’
overall change in well-being as measured by ORS scores, R2 = .025, F (2, 2752) = 34.69,
p < .001. However, only rupture condition was determined to be a significant predictor of
therapy change, t (2752) = 8.15, p < .001, whereas age was found to be a non-significant
predictor of change in therapy outcomes, t (2752) = -1.59, p = .11. Multicollinearity
diagnostics were assessed and were found to be non-problematic, VIF = 1.00, Tolerance
= 1.00. Next, the interaction term between rupture condition and age was added to the
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regression model, which did not account for a significant proportion of the variance of
change in ORS scores, ΔR2 = .00, ΔF (3, 2751) = 0.10, p = .75, b = -.10, t (2751) = -.32, p
= .75. Thus, Hypothesis 5 was again not confirmed when using ORS change as the
outcome variable. Results from Hypothesis 5 with ORS change are presented in Table 8
below.

Table 8
Summary of Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Variables (Age) Predicting Change in
Therapy Outcome
Model 1
Variable

B

SE B

Model 2

𝛽

B

SE B

(Constant) 7.32
Rupture
Condition* 2.60
Age
-.26
Rupture
Condition x
Age

.23

R2
F for
change in
R2

.025

.025

34.69**

.10***

.32
.16

.15
-.03

𝛽

7.32

.23

2.60
-.21

.32
.23

.15
-.02

-.10

.33

-.01

Note. Age was centered at mean. * = Coded 0 for Non-Repair, 1 for Repair. ** = p < .001. *** p = .75

Hypothesis 6
For Hypothesis 6, it was predicted that meeting criteria for a substance use
disorder (versus having subthreshold symptoms of a substance use disorder) would act as
a moderator on the effect of rupture condition (repaired versus non-repaired) on
adolescent therapy outcome. To first test this hypothesis, a hierarchical multiple
regression analysis was conducted. In the first step, two predictive variables were
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included: rupture condition (Rupture Repair versus Rupture Non-Repair) and substance
abuse. Substance abuse was coded as a “Yes/No” dichotomous categorical variable
determined by whether adolescents met criteria for a substance use disorder. Adolescents
who were deemed “at risk” or were referred to therapy due to a parent’s use of substances
were coded as “No” for substance use disorder, with respect that they meet subthreshold
criteria for diagnostic consideration. Adolescents who met criteria for a substance use
disorder were coded as “Yes” for the substance use disorder variable. These variables
accounted for a significant amount of variance in adolescents’ end-of-treatment wellbeing as measured by ORS score collected at the final session, R2 = .018, F (2, 2752) =
25.406, p < .001. However, only rupture condition was determined to be a significant
predictor of therapy change, t (2752) = 7.10, p < .001, whereas substance abuse diagnosis
was found to be a non-significant predictor of change in therapy outcomes, t (2752) = .016, p = .41. Multicollinearity diagnostics were assessed and were found to be nonproblematic, VIF = 1.00, Tolerance = 1.00. Next, the interaction term between rupture
condition and substance abuse diagnosis was added to the regression model, which did
not account for a significant proportion of the variance in final session ORS scores, ΔR2 =
.00, ΔF (3, 2751) = 0.01, p = .91, b = -.18, t (2751) = -.50, p = .62. Thus, Hypothesis 6
was not confirmed, as meeting criteria for a substance use disorder did not moderate the
effect of rupture condition on final session therapy outcomes. Results of the moderation
analysis are presented in Table 9 below.
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Table 9
Summary of Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Variables (SAD) Predicting Therapy
Outcome
Variable
Constant
Rupture
Condition*
Substance
Abuse
Disorder **
Rupture
Condition x
Substance
Abuse
Disorder
R2
F for
change in
R2

B
32.35

Model 1
𝛽
SE B
.22

B
32.33

Model 2
SE B
𝛽
.26

1.74

.25

.13

1.77

.37

.14

-.21

.25

-.02

-.18

.35

-.01

-.06

.50

.00

.02

.02

25.41***

.01****

*

Note. Age was centered at mean. = Coded 0 for Non-Repair, 1 for Repair.
for meeting criteria. *** = p < .001. **** p = .91

**

= Coded 0 for sub-criteria, 1

Hypothesis 6 was also tested for therapy outcomes with overall change in wellbeing used as a therapy outcome. Similar to the use of final ORS score as the outcome
variable, it was predicted that meeting criteria substance abuse diagnosis (versus having
subthreshold symptoms of a substance use disorder) would act as a moderator on the
effect of rupture-repair on change in well-being in therapy with adolescents. To test this
hypothesis, a hierarchical multiple regression analysis was conducted. In the first step,
two predictive variables were included: rupture condition (Rupture Repair versus Rupture
Non-Repair) and substance abuse. Substance abuse was coded as a “Yes/No”
dichotomous categorical variable determined by whether or not adolescents met criteria
for a substance use disorder. Adolescents who were deemed “at risk” or were referred to
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therapy due to a parent’s use of substances were coded as “No” for substance use
disorder, with respect that they meet subthreshold criteria for diagnostic consideration.
Adolescents who met criteria for a substance use disorder were coded as “Yes” for the
substance use disorder variable. These variables accounted for a significant amount of
variance in adolescents’ overall change in well-being as measured by ORS scores, R2 =
.02, F (2, 2752) = 33.58, p < .001. However, only rupture condition was determined to be
a significant predictor of therapy change, t (2752) = 8.19, p < .001, whereas substance
abuse diagnosis was found to be a non-significant predictor of change in therapy
outcomes, t (2752) = -.61, p = .54. Multicollinearity diagnostics were assessed and were
found to be non-problematic, VIF = 1.00, Tolerance = 1.00. Next, the interaction term
between rupture condition and substance abuse diagnosis was added to the regression
model, which did not account for a significant proportion of the variance in final session
ORS scores, ΔR2 = .00, ΔF (3, 2751) = 0.51, p = .48, b = -.46, t (2751) = -.71, p = .48.
Thus, Hypothesis 6 was again not confirmed, as meeting criteria for a substance use
disorder did not moderate the effect of rupture condition on change therapy outcomes
across therapy. Results of the moderation analysis are presented in Table 10 below.
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Table 10
Summary of Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Variables (SAD) Predicting Change in
Therapy Outcome
Variable
Constant
Rupture
Condition*
Substance
Abuse
Disorder **
Rupture
Condition x
Substance
Abuse
Disorder

B
7.43

Model 1
𝛽
SE B
.29

B
7.30

Model 2
SE B
𝛽
.34

2.61

.32

.15

2.87

.48

.17

-.20

.32

-.01

.04

.46

.00

-.46

.64

-.03

R2
F for
change in
R2

.02

.02

33.58***

.00****

*

Note. Age was centered at mean. = Coded 0 for Non-Repair, 1 for Repair.
for meeting criteria. *** = p < .001. **** p = .48

**

= Coded 0 for sub criteria, 1

Hypothesis 7
For Hypothesis 7 it was predicted that therapists who, on average, reported higher
aggregate alliance scores among their patients would lead to higher therapeutic outcomes
in post-rupture-repair sequences than those reporting lower aggregate alliance scores. To
test this hypothesis, construction of a multilevel model was considered to provide
additional information to account for variability in hypothesized group-level treatments
effects on outcomes. The outcome variable for this hypothesis was therapeutic outcomes
(measured by client ORS scores). The Level-1 predictor was the client’s average measure
of the therapeutic alliance (measured by client SRS scores). The Level-2 predictor
variable was the therapists’ aggregate alliance scores rated across all of their clients in
this study. A Level-1 within-client model was intended to examine the hypothesized
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relationship for between-client therapeutic alliances and therapy outcomes. The
construction of a Level-2 between-therapist model was to provide additional information
to account for the variability in regression in client outcomes (Raudenbush & Bryk,
2002).
A sequential approach to fitting the models was utilized. First, an unconditional
intercept-only (null) model was created and in order to calculate the intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC) and to assess the deviance statistic (-2LL) for later comparisons of more
complex models. Thus, the intercept-only model will address whether or not there is a
(Level 2) therapist effect on the (Level 1) ORS outcome score. If there is a therapist
effect, then this will help determine that linear mixed modeling is required. The
unconditional model is presented below:
Mixed Model

Hierarchical Model

ORSLast = 𝛾00 + u0j + rij

ORSLast = 𝛽0j + rij
𝛽0j = 𝛾00 + u0j

The Level 1 intercept term (𝛽0j) is a function of a random intercept term (𝛾00) at
Level 2 and a Level 1 error term (rij). The Level 1 intercept is a function of the grand
mean (𝛾00) across Level 2 therapists as well as a random error term (u0j). The method of
estimation utilized was maximum likelihood (ML) due to its preferred use for unbalanced
data (Albright & Marinova, 2010). The value of 𝜏 was significantly different from zero (𝜏
= 2.82, p < .001), indicating the presence of therapist level effects on outcomes. The
comparison of the therapist effect to the residual variance component (σ2 = 33.84)
indicated that there was still considerable residual variation in ORS outcome scores yet to
be explained, and additional predictors in the model may be needed (Garson, 2013). The
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intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for between-therapist variability was .08,
indicating that 8% of variance in ORS outcomes could be accounted for by factors
associated with (i.e. between) therapists.
The next step in the sequential modeling was to create a random coefficients (RC)
regression model. In this model, the Level 1 predictor was a client’s average SRS alliance
score (SRSavg) computed across all sessions predicting client outcome (ORSLast) at
Level 1 controlling for ORS-pretest (ORSpre; 𝛽1j). The Level 2 grouping variable
(Therapist) remained a random factor. This model was intended to identify whether the
therapist effect discovered in the null model may be attributed in part to the client
caseloads of some therapists’ reporting more elevated alliance scores than others. While
there were no Level 2 predictors, the Level 1 intercept was predicted by the Level 2 mean
(𝛾00) of ORSLast plus a Level 2 error term (u0j). The Level 1 regression coefficient
(slope) of SRSavg (𝛽2j) was predicted by the regression coefficients of the mean of the
1416 client SRS alliance scores across all therapy sessions plus a Level 2 error term (u2j)
representing the random therapist effect on the Level 1 regression score of SRSavg on
ORSLast. The random coefficients regression model is presented below:
Mixed Model

Hierarchical Model

ORSLast = 𝛾00 + 𝛾10(ORSpre) +
𝛾20(SRSavg) + u0j +
u1j(ORSpre) + u2j(SRSavg)
+ rij

ORSLastij = 𝛽0j + 𝛽1j(ORSpre) +
𝛽2j(SRSavg) + rij
𝛽0j = 𝛾00 + u0j
𝛽1j = 𝛾10 + u1j
𝛽2j = 𝛾20 + u2j

The fixed effects outcomes for the RC regression model indicated that SRSavg was a
statistically significant predictor (t = 5.17, p < .001) of final therapy outcomes (ORSLast)
when controlling for ORS-pretest scores (t = 8.29, p < .001). The random effect of
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therapist on slopes of SRSavg was statistically significant (p = .005), but accounted for
only 0.4% of total effects. A deviance likelihood ratio test was used as an overall test of
whether the RC regression model with predictors was a significantly better fit than the
intercept-only unconditional (null) model without predictors. The deviance likelihood
indicated that deviance decreased from 9073.73 in the null model to 8842.07 in the RC
regression model (𝜒2 = 231.66, p < .001), therefore improving the fit of the overall
model. AIC and BIC values also indicated improved model fit with the Level 1
predictor(s). Based on the final estimation of variance components from the RC
regression model (𝜏22 = .12, p < .001), there remained some variability left to be
explained in client outcomes.
The construction of a Level 2 full random coefficients (RC) model (interceptsand-slopes-as-outcomes) was intended to provide additional information to account for
the variability in regression in client outcomes (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). The current
model tested the hypothesis that the mean (intercept) for ORSLast is a function of a
client’s alliance ratings averaged across sessions (SRSavg), and that the strength of the
alliance-outcome relationship is a function of a therapist’s ability to maintain strong
therapeutic alliances. In other words, a therapist’s average ability to maintain strong
alliances moderates the effect of a client’s alliance scores on therapy outcomes. In this
model, the Level 1 predictors from the RC regression model remained the same. The
Level 2 predictor was calculated as the aggregate therapist alliance across all of their
clients (THSRSagg) and entered (grand-mean centered) to both the intercept and slope
equations of the model. The full random coefficients model is presented below:
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Mixed Model

Hierarchical Model

ORSLast = 𝛾00 + 𝛾01(THSRSagg) +
𝛾10(ORSpre) + 𝛾20(SRSavg) +
𝛾21(THSRSagg) + u0j +
u1j(ORSpre) + u2j(SRSavg) + rij

ORSLastij = 𝛽0j + 𝛽1j(ORSpre) +
𝛽2j(SRSavg) + rij
𝛽0j = 𝛾00 +
𝛾01(THSRSaggj) + u0j
𝛽1j = 𝛾10 + u1j
𝛽2j = 𝛾20 + 𝛾21(THSRSaggj) +
u2j

In the full RC model, fixed effects outcomes indicated that aggregate therapist alliance
scores (THSRSagg) was not a statistically significant predictor of either the effect of
SRSavg in the intercept (t = .60, p = .55) or the effect of SRSavg on the growth slope (t =
-.64, p = .53) of ORSLast. Additionally, although the full RC model showed that
deviance declined compared to the previous RC regression model, the difference between
the current model and the RC regression model was not statistically significant (𝜒2 = .72,
p > .500). Based on THSRSagg failing to predict either the effect of SRSavg on the
intercept and slope, as well as the Level 2 covariate included in the current model
reducing deviance by a non-significant amount, the previous RC regression model is
preferred.
Results of the final model (see Table 11) indicate that the average unadjusted
mean client outcome score on the ORS (𝛾00), among adolescents who experience rupture
repair is 33.94 (SD = 2.47, p < .001). This would be the predicted therapy outcome value
for an adolescent who experienced a rupture-repair. The within-group effect of the
aggregate client alliance (SRSavg; 𝛾20) is 0.35 (p < .001). This means that for every one
unit above the group mean (within-therapist) for therapy alliance, the client therapy
outcome would be predicted to increase 0.35 points on their final ORS. Although there is
evidence of among-therapist effects on therapy outcomes, aggregate therapist alliance
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scores across client caseloads failed to predict an effect on either the intercept and/or
slope of the alliance effect on outcomes. Further considerations are provided in the
discussion section.

Table 11
Summary of Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM) Specification Steps for Rupture Repair
Final Outcomes
Model 1
Fixed Effects
Intercept (𝛾00)

b
33.97

SE

Model 2
t

.25 136.16

b
***

SE

Model 3
t

33.94 .25 134.22

***

THSRSagg (𝛾01)

.03

8.28***

.33

.07

4.97***

-.03

.05

-.64

σ2

SD

χ2

.35

.07

5.17***

THSRSagg (𝛾21)

Residual (rij)
Intercept (u0j)

33.84

5.82

2.82

1.68 206.05

χ2

SD

27.36 5.23
***

132.94***

.22

SRSavg (𝛾20)

σ2

.26

.60

8.29

χ2

33.96

.17

.03

SD

t

.10
.22

σ2

SE

***

ORSpre (𝛾10)

Variance Components

b

27.38 5.23

3.25 1.80 172.31

***

3.26

1.81

172.29***

ORSpre (u1j)

.03

.16 131.98***

.03

.16

131.97***

SRSavg (u2j)

.12

.35

117.36**

.12

.34

114.62**

Deviance
9073.73
*
**
***
Note: = p < .05. = p < .01. = p <.001.

8842.07

8841.35

Hypothesis 7 was also tested with overall change in ORS (ORSChange) used as
the outcome variable. Similar to the above-predicted hypothesis, it was predicted that
therapists who, on average, report higher aggregate alliance scores among their patients
would lead to greater changes in client well-being in post-rupture-repair sequences than
those reporting lower aggregate alliance scores. A similar sequential modeling approach
was utilized to determine the need for multilevel models. The unconditional (null) model
is presented below:
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Mixed Model

Hierarchical Model

ORSChange = 𝛾00 + u0j + rij

ORSChange = 𝛽0j + rij
𝛽0j = 𝛾00 + u0j

The value of 𝜏 was significantly different from zero (𝜏 = 3.99, p < .001) , indicating the
presence of therapist level effects on outcomes. The comparison of the therapist effect to
the residual variance component (σ2 = 66.25) indicated that there was still considerable
residual variation in ORS outcome scores yet to be explained, and additional predictors in
the model may be needed (Garson, 2013). The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for
between-therapist variability was .06, indicating that 6% of variance in ORSChange
could be accounted for by factors associated with (i.e. between) therapists.
For the random coefficients (RC) regression model, the Level 1 regression
coefficient (slope) of SRSavg (𝛽2j) was predicted by the regression coefficients of the
mean of the 1416 client SRS alliance scores across all therapy sessions plus a Level 2
error term (u2j) representing the random therapist effect on the Level 1 regression score of
SRSavg on ORSChange. The random coefficients regression model is presented below:
Mixed Model

Hierarchical Model

ORSChange = 𝛾00 + 𝛾10(ORSpre) +
𝛾20(SRSavg) + u0j +
u1j(ORSpre)+ u2j(SRSavg) +
rij

ORSChangeij = 𝛽0j + 𝛽1j(ORSpre) +
𝛽2j(SRSavg) + rij
𝛽0j = 𝛾00 + u0j
𝛽1j = 𝛾10 + u1j
𝛽 2j = 𝛾20 + u2j

The fixed effects outcomes for the RC regression model indicated that SRSavg was a
statistically significant predictor (t = 5.17, p < .001) of client change in well-being
(ORSChange) when controlling for ORS-pretest scores (t = -29.60, p < .001). The
random effect of therapist on slopes of SRSavg was statistically significant (p = .005),
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but accounted for only 0.4% of total effects. A deviance likelihood ratio test was used as
an overall test of whether the RC regression model with predictors was a significantly
better fit than the intercept-only unconditional (null) model without predictors. The
deviance likelihood indicated that deviance decreased from 10,011.29 in the null model
to 8842.07 in the RC regression model (𝜒2 = 1169.22, p < .001), therefore improving the
fit of the overall model. AIC and BIC values also indicated improved model fit with the
Level 1 predictor(s). Based on the final estimation of variance components from the RC
regression model (𝜏22 = .12, p < .001), there remained some variability left to be
explained in client outcomes.
The construction of a Level 2 full random coefficients (RC) model (interceptsand-slopes-as-outcomes) was intended to provide additional information to account for
the variability in regression in client overall change in well-being (Raudenbush & Bryk,
2002). The current model tested the hypothesis that the mean (intercept) for ORSChange
is a function of a client’s alliance ratings averaged across sessions (SRSavg), and that the
strength of the alliance-outcome relationship is a function of a therapist’s ability to
maintain strong therapeutic alliances. In other words, a therapist’s average ability to
maintain strong alliances moderates the effect of a client’s alliance scores on change in
well-being during the course of therapy. In this model, the Level 1 predictors from the
RC regression model remained the same. The Level 2 predictor was calculated as the
aggregate therapist alliance across all of their clients (THSRSagg) and entered (grandmean centered) to both the intercept and slope equations of the model. The full random
coefficients model is presented below:
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Mixed Model

Hierarchical Model

ORSChange = 𝛾00 + 𝛾01(THSRSagg) +
𝛾10(ORSpre) + 𝛾20(SRSavg)
+ 𝛾21(THSRSagg) + u0j +
u1j(ORSpre) + u2j(SRSavg)
+ rij

ORSChangeij = 𝛽0j + 𝛽1j(ORSpre) +
𝛽2j(SRSavg) + rij
𝛽0j = 𝛾00 + 𝛾01(THSRSaggj)
+ u0j
𝛽1j = 𝛾10 + u1j
𝛽2j = 𝛾20 + 𝛾21(THSRSaggj)
+ u2j

Based on the results for the full RC regression model on ORSLast, it was expected that
the Level 2 analysis of THSRSagg would yield similar results of a non-significant effect
on SRSavg on ORSChange. In fact, the final estimation of fixed effects and final
estimation of the variance components mirrored the results shown in the previous section
of Hypothesis 7. In the full RC model, fixed effects outcomes indicated that aggregate
therapist alliance scores (THSRSagg) was not a statistically significant predictor of either
the effect of SRSavg in the intercept (t = .60, p = .55) or the effect of SRSavg on the
growth slope (t = -.64, p = .53) of ORSChange. In the current model, deviance declined
only .72 points compared to the previous RC regression model, a difference that was not
statistically significant (𝜒2 = .72, p > .50). Based on THSRSagg failing to predict either
the effect of SRSavg on the intercept and slope, as well as the Level 2 covariate included
in the current model reducing deviance by a non-significant amount, the previous RC
regression model is preferred.
Results of the final model (see Table 12) indicate that the average unadjusted
mean client change in well-being, measured as overall change on the ORS (𝛾00), among
adolescents who experience rupture repair is 9.88 (SD = 2.47, p < .001). This would be
the predicted overall change in well-being as rated by ORS scores for an adolescent who
experienced a rupture-repair. The within-group effect of the aggregate client alliance
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(SRSavg; 𝛾20) is 0.35 (p < .001). This means that for every one unit above the group
mean (within-therapist) for therapy alliance, the overall change client therapy outcome
would be predicted to increase 0.35 points across the therapy process. Although there is
evidence of between-therapist effects on therapy outcomes, aggregate therapist alliance
scores across client caseloads failed to predict an effect on either the intercept and/or
slope of the alliance effect on change in well-being. Further considerations are provided
in the discussion section.

Table 12
Summary of Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM) Specification Steps for Rupture Repair
Change in Well-Being
Model 1
Fixed Effects
Intercept (𝛾00)

b
9.81

SE
.32

Model 2
t

30.59

b
***

9.88

SE
.25

Model 3
t

39.10

***

THSRSagg (𝛾01)
ORSpre (𝛾10)

-.78

.03

SRSavg (𝛾20)

.35

.07

-29.60

***

5.17***

THSRSagg (𝛾21)
Variance Components
Residual (rij)
Intercept (u0j)

σ2

SD

66.25

8.14

3.99

χ2

2.00 177.02

σ2

χ2

SD

27.36 5.23
***

b

SE

t

9.91

.26

38.79***

.10

.17

.60

-.78

.03

-29.47***

.33

.07

4.97***

-.03

.05

-.64

σ2

SD

χ2

27.38 5.23

3.25 1.80 172.31

***

3.26

1.81

172.29***

ORSpre (u1j)

.03

.16 131.98***

.03

.16

131.97***

SRSavg (u2j)

.12

.35

117.36**

.12

.34

114.62**

Deviance
10,011.29
Note: * = p < .05. ** = p < .01. *** = p <.001.

8842.07
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8841.35

CHAPTER IV: DISCUSSION
There is no known research to date that has explored the effects of rupture repair
processes and outcomes among military adolescents. There is only one known study that
addresses therapeutic alliance among this specific population (Owen et al., 2016), and the
authors detailed the need for both increasing the understanding of alliance effects that
occur during the therapy process, as well as an evidence-based recommendation to
monitor fluctuations and provide feedback throughout the therapy process. While there is
strong theoretical and empirical evidence for the effect of repairing ruptures increasing
therapeutic outcomes (Eubanks et al., 2018), there are persisting limitations affecting
understanding of the mechanisms of change. The most recent meta-analysis of rupture
repair literature specified that one of the biggest limitations to rupture research is that
many studies include a single rating of the alliance, and there is a necessity for “study
designs that assess alliance ruptures and repairs throughout treatment” (Eubanks et al.,
2018, p. 516). The authors called for increased use of measurement of the alliance and
outcome at every session. There is recent evidence that assessing rupture episodes
throughout the therapy processes yields better understanding of how ruptures affect
treatment (Gersh et al., 2017), however, session selection involved looking at early,
middle, and late session effects, potentially missing opportunities for observing ruptures
occurring in between non-analyzed sessions.
The primary aim of this study was to examine the impact of alliance ruptures on
outcomes of therapy among military youth and adolescents. More specifically, the study
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was intended to examine outcome trajectories of alliance outcomes comparing nonrupture, rupture-repair, and rupture-non-repair sessions throughout therapy processes.
The study also included observing potential moderating variables of age, effects of
problem type, and therapist effects. Ratings of well-being and alliance were taken at each
session, and alliance measures were used to quantitatively define and identify the
presence of ruptures, repairs, and non-repairs.
Findings for this study provided reinforcement for existing literature on the
effects of rupture processes and expanded results to military adolescents. Hypothesis 1
showed significant mean differences between the No Rupture group and both the Rupture
Repair group and Rupture Non-Repair group. There was also a significant difference
between the Rupture-Repair group and the Rupture Non-Repair group. The initial
outcome study did not yield hypothesized results in that clients coded as No Rupture had
significantly higher end-of-treatment outcome scores compared to those coded Rupture
Repair. Rupture Repair, however, did lead to expected results of significantly higher endof-treatment outcomes compared to Rupture Non-Repair. Although findings from final
treatment outcome score did not meet hypothesized results, overall change in ORS
outcome scores did meet expected results, in that adolescents coded as Rupture Repair
showed significantly increased change in well-being over the course of therapy compared
to both the No Rupture and Rupture Non-Repair groups. Differences between results of
the current study Hypothesis 1 and previous literature on rupture effects on outcomes
(Eubanks et al., 2018) may indicate the necessity for consideration about how outcomes
are defined and measured throughout the therapy process.
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Findings from Hypothesis 2 confirmed predictions that adolescents coded as
Rupture Non-Repair would be more likely to prematurely terminate from therapy
compared to adolescents coded as Rupture Repair. Findings from Hypothesis 3 were also
confirmed in that adolescents coded as Rupture Repair attended a significantly higher
number of sessions compared to those coded Rupture Non-Repair. There is previous
evidence that exemplifies the use of monitoring the presence of an alliance rupture and
the relationship to therapy dropout (Eubanks et al., 2019; O’Keeffe et al., 2020; Safran et
al., 2010). In the current study, special consideration was given for how to define
premature dropout. As mentioned previously, premature termination in this study was
defined as those adolescents engaged in fewer than the average number of sessions
attended in the sample population, exhibited no clinically significant change, and ended
therapy prior to advancing well-being above clinical distress. This operational definition
of premature termination combined previously-used criteria for not only sub-average
attended sessions based on the entire sample, but also includes a quantitative metric to
establish clinically significant change (Hatchett & Park, 2003), reducing subjective biases
in coding client categorization of outcomes. The practical implications of understanding
early- versus late-session dropouts could help therapists to make clinical intervention
decisions sooner in therapy, before increasing the risk of a client dropping out of the
therapy process. One such example is that therapist behaviors/interventions occur more
frequently in sessions that experience temporary ruptures compared to pre-dropout
sessions; those sessions that occur just prior to premature termination (Gülüm et al.,
2018).
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Retention in therapy, versus dropping out prematurely, may directly or indirectly
affect findings found in Hypothesis 3 regarding increased number of sessions attended
overall in Rupture Repair groups versus Rupture Non-Repair. It may not be the case that
attending a higher number of sessions necessarily leads to improved therapy outcomes
(Barkham et al., 2006), however, certain therapists’ effects combined with retention in
therapy may lead to improved therapy outcomes (Saxon et al., 2017). It should be noted
that the mean number of sessions for the full sample was 8.46 and may be a greater
number of sessions attended compared to non-military adolescents. For comparison, one
previous study that included adolescents (n = 5,325) who received almost-exclusively
primary care psychotherapy services showed that the average number of sessions
attended was 4.24 visits (Hapaz-Rotem et al., 2004). Length of therapy and number of
attended sessions may be influenced by setting, modalities, and presenting problems, and
should be considered in context for the current study with military adolescents
(Castonguay et al., 2015). Considerations for session attendance will be discussed further
in the section on future directions for research.
Findings from Hypothesis 4 were consistent with predictions that among
processes in which rupture-repair sequence criteria is met, most of these processes would
occur in early-stage versus late-stage therapy processes. This result is consistent with
previous findings by Stiles et al., (2004), which found that the majority of clients who
met criteria for rupture repair sequences demonstrated these processes in early sessions
(Sessions 2-4 in 8 session treatments and Sessions 2-7 in 16-session treatments). Muran
et al. (2009) found that in the first six sessions of treatment, 56% of therapists and 37% of
clients perceived rupture occurrences. Monitoring early alliance fluctuations and
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willingness to process a rupture with a client can set the tone for working through the
alliance throughout the remainder of therapy. Previous research has shown that earlyprocess ruptures that were repaired were found to show steady strengthening of the
alliance later in treatment, while early-process unresolved ruptures predicted no
subsequent increases or improvement in the therapeutic alliance (Zilcha-Mano &
Errázuriz, 2017). There may also be a need for paying close attention to early-process
ruptures because the alliance is not firmly established and/or in a state of flux.
Findings from Hypotheses 5 did not confirm predicted hypotheses that age would
act as a moderator variable on the effect of rupture-repair on therapy outcome or change
in well-being across therapy. When using final ORS ratings as the outcome variable, both
rupture condition (repair versus non-repair) and age were found to be statistically
significant predictor variables, showing an observable effect on outcome. However, the
interaction term was statistically non-significant, suggesting that the relationship between
rupture condition and outcomes was not affected by age, and/or that the effect of age did
not differ between rupture conditions. In the present study, calculating rupture conditions
using alliance fluctuations (creating definitive groups), as opposed to generalized
relationship between alliance and outcomes, was predicted to yield significant group
differences. The null findings in this study are consistent with Shirk et al.’s (2011)
finding that age did not statistically significantly moderate alliance-outcome associations,
but different from McCleod’s (2011) finding of differences on alliance-outcome between
child and adolescent age groups. As these studies explored alliance-outcome relationships
as opposed to grouping by alliance-calculated conditions, it was expected that age effects
would be more observable. Differences in this hypothesis were expected due to Robbins
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et al.’s (2006) previous findings that adolescents who prematurely dropped out of therapy
were on average older than those that completed treatment, although it was not specified
that dropouts were due to alliance ruptures. When change in ORS was used as the
outcome variable, age did not statistically predict outcomes, and did not influence the
effect of rupture condition on outcomes.
Findings from Hypothesis 6 did not confirm predicted hypotheses that meeting
criteria for a substance use disorder (versus having subthreshold symptoms of a substance
use disorder) would act as a moderator on the effect of rupture-repair on adolescent
therapy outcome. When using final ORS ratings as the outcome variable, only rupture
condition (repair versus unrepaired) was determined to be a significant predictor of
therapy change, whereas presence of a substance use disorder (coded as “Yes/No”) was
statistically non-significant. Additionally, meeting criteria for a substance use disorder
did not moderate the effect of rupture condition on therapy outcomes. When change in
ORS was used as the outcome variable, analyses yielded similar results as final ORS
scores as outcome, with rupture condition predicting outcome scores, but substance use
disorder failing to statistically predict outcomes and/or moderate effects of rupture
condition on outcomes. Initial considerations for null results of problem-type moderating
effect of rupture condition on therapy outcomes include sampling bias in the current
study.
Findings from Hypothesis 7 did not confirm predicted hypotheses that aggregate
therapist alliance would demonstrate a therapist effect on alliance-outcome associations
among clients that experienced rupture-repair. Although results provided further evidence
of alliance effects affecting client outcomes (Level 1), aggregate therapist alliance scores
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across caseload (Level 2) was not found to statistically impact this alliance-outcome
relationship. The intended investigation of Hypothesis 7 was intended to provide
additional information to account for variability between therapists on known effects of
alliance on outcome. In addition to rupture-repair literature recommending increased
methods of therapists assessing the presence of rupture, and increasing rupture-repair
skills, there is continued need for identifying potentially quantifiable therapist effects that
differentiate between therapists (Chen et al., 2016; Eubanks et al., 2019; O’Keeffe et al.,
2020). In the present study, it was theorized that therapists that maintain strong alliances
across all clients would demonstrate superior alliance-outcome associations compared to
therapists with weaker aggregate alliances. Previous results of therapist consistency and
effectiveness in client outcomes provide evidence of therapists’ aggregate effects on their
clients (Owen et al., 2019), indicating that some therapists differ in their therapeutic
influence across clients consistently. Considerations for null findings may include
multiple possibilities. One possible explanation for null results of Level 2 effects includes
sampling biases affecting results. For example, therapists working among military
populations may demonstrate established practice effects that do not differentiate
alliance-based interventions between therapists, such as systemic adherence to
recommended therapy modalities based on the site or refined therapeutic interventions
working with specified presentation concerns (Waitzkin et al., 2018). As such, these
potential limitations of sampling among clients and therapists may have not accounted for
more variance than between-therapist effects of alliance on outcome, or another unknown
therapist-level variable not explored in the current study.
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Implications
Due to the lack of alliance rupture research among military adolescents, the most
immediate implication of the current study is that these results provide evidence that
therapist awareness, assessment, and resolution of alliance ruptures can have important
impacts on therapy outcomes. In the current study, it was shown that the most significant
improvements in client outcomes occurred among therapy processes in which there was
the presence of at least one rupture, and successful resolution. While the authors of the
current study do not recommend therapists attempt to intentionally create alliance
ruptures during the therapy process, the results help substantiate recommendations that
therapists intervene directly with the rupture as it is occurring. Furthermore, this evidence
can serve as encouragement that: a) Ruptures may be a natural process in therapy for
many clients and therapists; and b) Successful rupture resolution may lead to beneficial
therapy outcomes beyond what is expected from the therapy process. Findings from the
current study also provide implications for the importance of addressing and resolving
ruptures not only to improve therapy outcomes, but to prevent client dropout, as this
study provides evidence that unresolved ruptures are more likely to lead to premature
termination.
The current study also provides practical implications for detecting ruptures
during treatment with military adolescents. The current study is one of few that use
session-to-session measures of alliance to detect ruptures throughout each client’s entire
therapy process. Much of the previous literature on ruptures have cited session selection
as a limitation to exploration of ruptures throughout the therapy process. As such,
therapist monitoring of the alliance at each session throughout the therapy process may
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help practicing clinicians detect ruptures between sessions, especially if they fail to detect
the ruptures(s) during the session. Furthermore, the current study suggests that timing of
detecting and intervening with ruptures is important, in that ruptures are more likely to
occur in early sessions.
Another practical implication for the findings from the current study is to provide
cultural considerations for potential rupture occurrences. Eubanks et al.’s (2018) metaanalysis of alliance rupture repair specified the continued need for examining “the role of
diversity in the occurrence of ruptures, repairs, or rupture repair training” (p. 516).
Although these authors specifically state the continued need for gender, race, religion,
sexual orientation, and socioeconomic status/class as variables to address, the current
study provides evidence of the utility of rupture awareness and repair among a unique
subset of populations in terms of military culture. Indeed, some alliance rupture
researchers posit that cultural microaggressions in therapy are a specific subset of alliance
ruptures in which clients attribute perceived offenses to aspects of a client’s identity
(Davis et al., 2016). As noted previously, military youth and adolescents may experience
unique personal and familial stressors not experienced by civilian youth. Some of these
stressors may include the impact of deployment (or multiple deployments), adjustment
during relocation, separation and reunion from family members, as well as residual
mental health effects to parents returning from combat (Drummet et al., 2003; Huebner et
al. 2007; Steenkamp & Litz, 2013; White et al., 2011). Certain military specific risk
factors such as multiple school changes and multiple family deployments have been
associated with decreased well-being and increased substance use (Gilreath et al., 2013;
Richardson et al., 2016). Foreign residence (i.e. living in a country other than one’s own
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national residence) is has also been shown to be negatively related to both physical and
psychological well-being (Burrell et al., 2006). Consequently, military youth and
adolescents may be using substances to mitigate emotional duress as a result of military
systemic stressors (Esposito-Smythers et al., 2011). Failure to communicate awareness of
these unique hardships could be perceived by client’s as a therapist’s inability to
adequately understand cultural stressors of military youth. Conversely, if an alliance
rupture does occur during therapy, a therapist may consider linking ruptures to possible
interpersonal patterns outside of therapy (Eubanks et al., 2018). It could be the case that a
therapist becomes unwittingly involved in an enactment that is a result of a client’s
perceived pattern of others not attending to military cultural stressors in their life. As this
study has shown, a rupture is more likely to occur early in treatment, and as such, a
therapist may benefit from early consideration of how military cultural factors may
influence presenting and persisting problems.

Limitations
Although the finding from this study can prove to be useful in clinical practice,
training, and assessment purposes, there are limitations worth acknowledging. Previous
research has demonstrated that different therapies can be associated with different rupture
frequencies (Muran et al, 2009). There is further evidence that therapy type can impact
perceptual differences between the amount of ruptures, types of confrontation markers,
and levels of rupture resolution (Gersh et al., 2017). As this study did not differentiate
between therapy modalities, effects of therapy type may have influenced outcomes
beyond what was observed, particularly in analyses that yielded null results (age and
problem type as moderators, and Level 2 therapist effects in the multilevel model).
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Another limitation from the current study is the consideration that definition of
premature termination differs from previous studies that operationalized dropout based on
either one operationalized, subjective definition (e.g. “based on whether they had agreed
to the ending of treatment”; O’Keeffe et al., 2020, p. 5), or a strict numerical definition
(e.g. “dropout as defined as withdrawing from treatment prior to the completion of the
eighth session of 16”; Gersh et al., 2017, p.88). Continued disagreement about accurate
definition limits validation between studies and increases potential for Type I and Type II
errors. The current study, with multiple requirements to define premature termination,
may have artificially reduced the effect of rupture condition on odds of premature
termination.

Future Research Directions
Future research on the topic of alliance ruptures, including those among specified
groups of clients in therapy (e.g. military adolescents) could benefit from the following
suggestions. First, between-session alliance ratings may miss within session, moment-tomoment fluctuations, potential ruptures and repairs (Falkenström & Larsson, 2017).
Increased dynamism and further increased monitoring of fluidity within the working
alliance could provide even more nuanced understanding of alliance-outcome effects. As
such, comparisons between rupture-condition calculations could help to provide for
increased accuracy of detection and appropriate intervention for ruptures. For example,
the current study utilized Miller et al.’s (2006) recommendation of using single-point
decreases between subsequent sessions as indication for the presence of a rupture.
However, use of different methodologies for defining ruptures may yield different
rupture-outcome results (e.g. Miller et al., 2006; Stiles et al., 2004; Strauss et al., 2006).
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Next, as mentioned above, more accurate diagnosis may provide necessary
information and data for client effects that influence alliance-rupture-outcome
associations. That is, clients with differing presentation of diagnostic symptoms may
present different patterns of alliance ruptures (Colli et al., 2019). While rupture-outcomes
studies that use more specific diagnostic considerations demonstrate general findings
consistent with generalized rupture-outcome research (e,g., Gersh et al., 2017), observing
specific patterns of rupture processes may provide necessary indications for practical
interventions unique to symptoms of diagnoses.
It could also prove beneficial for future research to include comparisons of
session timing between rupture conditions (repaired versus unrepaired). Differences in
effects of early repaired versus unrepaired ruptures likely affect treatment process and
outcome. Previous literature has shown that there are difference between early repaired
and unrepaired ruptures, in that repaired rupture patterns early in treatment predicted
alliance strengthening later in treatment, whereas early unrepaired ruptures showed more
stability in alliance throughout the treatment process (Zilcha-Mano & Errázuriz, 2017).
Alternative therapist effects should be investigated. For example, Saxon et al.
(2017) found that more therapists were found to have fewer therapy dropouts and show
increased therapy effectiveness with clients that completed therapy versus less effective
therapists. Differentiating therapist effectiveness based on different criteria and effects on
alliance other than aggregate alliance may yield more variance explained than current
MLM. As there remained variance left unexplained in the Level 2 between-therapist
condition, hypothesized therapist effects should be considered for an increased
explanatory model.
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Conclusion
The present study sought to examine the impact of alliance ruptures on outcomes
of therapy among youth and adolescents, with a specific focus on military youth and
adolescents. Specifically, the current study sought to address comparisons between
therapy non-ruptures, repaired ruptures, and unrepaired ruptures among therapy processes
among military youth. Results of the current study indicate that the presence, detection,
and resolution of ruptures in the therapeutic alliance have important impacts on therapy
outcomes. Therapy processes that include repaired ruptures have significantly higher
therapy outcomes compared to unrepaired ruptures among military adolescents, and
repaired ruptures show greater change in well-being across therapy compared to both
unrepaired ruptures and processes without ruptures. Additionally, unresolved ruptures are
more likely to lead to premature termination from therapy compared to repaired ruptures.
Age, problem-type, and aggregate therapist alliance failed to show significant effects on
rupture-outcome effects observed in this study.
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Outcome Rating Scale (ORS)

Name ________________________Age (Yrs):____ Sex: M / F
Session # ____ Date: ________________________
Who is filling out this form? Please check one:
Self_______ Other_______
If other, what is your relationship to this person? ____________________________
Looking back over the last week, including today, help us understand how you have been
feeling by rating how well you have been doing in the following areas of your life, where
marks to the left represent low levels and marks to the right indicate high levels. If you are
filling out this form for another person, please fill out according to how you think he or she
is doing.

Individually
(Personal well-being)
I----------------------------------------------------------------------I

Interpersonally
(Family, close relationships)
I----------------------------------------------------------------------I

Socially
(Work, school, friendships)
I----------------------------------------------------------------------I

Overall
(General sense of well-being)
I----------------------------------------------------------------------I

© 2000, Scott D. Miller and Barry
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Session Rating Scale (SRS V.3.0)

Name ________________________Age (Yrs):____
ID# _________________________ Sex: M / F
Session # ____ Date: ________________________
Please rate today’s session by placing a mark on the line nearest to the description that best
fits your experience.

Relationship
I did not feel heard,
understood, and
respected.

I-------------------------------------------------------------------------I

I felt heard,
understood, and
respected.

Goals and Topics
We did not work on or
talk about what I
wanted to work on and
talk about.

I------------------------------------------------------------------------I

We worked on and
talked about what I
wanted to work on and
talk about.

Approach or Method
The therapist’s
approach is not a good
fit for me.

The therapist’s

I-------------------------------------------------------------------------I approach is a good fit
for me.

Overall
There was something
missing in the session
today.

Overall, today’s

I------------------------------------------------------------------------I session was right for
me.

The Heart and Soul of Change Project
_______________________________________
www.heartandsoulofchange.com
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